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THE PARTY’S OVER

FRANCE

Voting for Macron
in election will
weaken the left
OPINION POLLS last weekend
showed Emmanuel Macron
ahead against Nazi Marine
Le Pen in upcoming French
presidential elections.
Le Pen is a real danger,
and most of the left is backing
Macron. But this is the attitude
that has seen Islamophobic,
authoritarian ideas saturate
mainstream politics.
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RACISM

Deportation
plan will drown
refugees
THE TORIES want to
deport to Rwanda tens
of thousands of refugees
seeking safety in Britain.
The real cause of refugee
deaths in the Channel is
Britain’s border controls
that force them to attempt
sea crossings. That’s why
the move will cause more
deaths.

>>Page 20

PALESTINE

Israeli forces
attack mosque
in Jerusalem
ISRAELI FORCES attacked
Palestinian worshippers as
they gathered for prayers
during Ramadan in the
occupied city of Jerusalem
The attacks come almost
a year after similar raids
sparked an uprising across all
of Palestine.
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THE THINGS
THEY SAY

‘I feel like Nelson
Mandela when he
came out of prison.
It’s like the long
walk to free speech
freedom’
Piers Morgan, likens himself to
former South African president
Nelson Mandela, who spent 27
years in prison

‘If I’m in a car and
I do 60 mph in a
40 limit for eight
minutes, am I not
breaking the law?’

A Tory reacts to Boris Johnson’s
defence of his short birthday party

‘A vacuum at the
top of the UK
Government at this
time would only
benefit Vladimir
Putin’

Scottish Tory leader Douglas Ross
on whether he would repeat calls
for Johnson to quit

‘A criminal for
a leader who is
wrapped in a messy
war, embroiled in
a stupid scandal
and surrounded by
ambitious idiots and
really should resign’

by CHARLIE KIMBER

THIS WEEK ought to see the end
of the corrupt and lying rule of
Boris Johnson. It’s official he
partied during lockdown while
people died in their thousands,
and he has to go.
He was due to make a statement to
parliament on Tuesday, then hold a
“clear the air meeting” with his MPs.
And then, in a typical example of his
cowardice and lack of accountability,
he was scheduled to head off for a
“foreign trip” on Wednesday.
Last week Johnson and chancellor
Rishi Sunak were issued with fines.
They were part of a police investigation into breaches of Covid rules in
Downing Street and Whitehall.
In a Sky News interview, Johnson
said he had paid the £50 fine and
apologised for the “mistake” he had
made. Those are empty words.
Johnson denied on multiple occasions that he knew about
lockdown parties. Now he has been
fingered for his attendance at them.
Johnson told MPs on 8 December
2021 that he had been “repeatedly
assured” that there were no parties
and that no Covid rules were broken.

Knowingly

Officially now, he lied and should
be out. He wilfully and knowingly
misled parliament.
More importantly, he was
laughing at ordinary people. They
had followed the rules—even down
to not being able to visit their grievously ill relatives or going to a loved
one’s funeral.
Johnson created the rules, ignored
the rules and then lied about breaking
the rules.
He could face up to three more
fixed penalty notices and is thought
to have been at six of the 12 parties
police are investigating.
Lobby Akinnola, spokesperson for
the Covid-19 Bereaved Families for
Justice campaign group, said it was
“unbelievably painful” to know that
the prime minister had attended a
party and broken the law when
people had been unable to be at the
side of their relatives and friends.
“The fact that the prime minister
and his chancellor then lied about it,
and would have continued to do so if
the police hadn’t intervened, is truly
shameless,” he said.
“You have paid a fine. Our loved
ones paid with their lives.”
It’s not just Johnson who behaved

Tories’ ‘truly
shameless’
partygate
lies unravel
Sunak and Johnson
hanging by a thread

Campaigner Lobby Akinnola
(above) speaks out. Party
animals Sunak and Johnson
(below) were lying

Downton Abbey star Dan Stevens
takes a swipe at Johnson

like this. “No, I did not attend any
parties,” said Sunak on 7 December
2021. He lied. And that comes as his
tax-dodging was already sufficient
reason for him to go.
Ordinary people have been fined
£10,000 for organising lockdown
parties, and £2,000 or more for leaving their homes “without reasonable
excuse”.
Johnson and Sunak can’t be
allowed to get away with a paltry
fine. For them, that’s spare change.
They have to lose their plush jobs
and taxpayer-funded homes.
The latest revelations underline

‘‘

Johnson was
laughing at
ordinary people
who followed the
Covid rules
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that for Johnson there has always
been one law for the rich and
powerful—and another for everyone
else. Rules don’t apply to people like
him.
For weeks many Tory MPs have
said that a fixed penalty notice
would be curtains for Johnson. But
don’t hold your breath waiting for
them to strike.
The war in Ukraine will be used
to claim that it’s the wrong time to
declare no confidence in him.
At the beginning of this month,
52 percent of voters said Johnson
should go if he were fined, with just
22 percent against. It’s time to make
that reality.
There is corruption at the heart of
this government. They handed Covid
contracts to their rich mates, ensured
favours for mega-donors, and
defended handouts to corporations.
Now they are stepping up the
assault on working class people
through price rises and tax
increases. And all the time there is
the steady drumbeat of racism and
scapegoating to divide us.
If ever there was a time to struggle
it’s now. Drive out Johnson, Sunak
and the rest of them.
Write to
Socialist Worker
PO Box 74955
London
E16 9EJ
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Disgust at Tories and cost of living rises
has to lead to a workers’ fightback
BOTH THE Tories’ shattering crisis
and the social emergency facing
working class people have to be
spurs to struggle.
After the latest inflation
numbers came out, Unite union
general secretary Sharon Graham
addressed the need to respond.
“The only way workers can fight
for ‘a better share of the pie’ is by
building union strength and the
power of collective bargaining. It’s
not complicated,” she said.
Indeed, it’s not complicated. But
turning it into reality is another
matter as many union leaders tell
workers to accept rises that are far
below the rate of inflation. Graham
said, “Unite’s numerous recent wins
on wages” were a model.
But these include, for example,
what Unite calls a “massive win”
at DHL Aberdeen. The deal was
8 percent this year on all rates of
pay and 5 percent in 2023. But in

Figures reveal pay
crisis even worse
than first thought

Slippery Sajid Javid
HEALTH SECRETARY Sajid
Javid still has a lot of
explaining to do about his
tax-dodging.
Javid, who was briefly
chancellor just over two
years ago, has admitted he
had the special “non-dom”
status for “some” of the two
decades he spent working
as an investment banker.
It meant he could avoid
tax on overseas earnings.
Last week tax experts told
the Financial Times
newspaper that the fact that
Javid was an international
banker and his father was
born in Pakistan would not
be enough to entitle him to
the privilege.
Javid did not respond to
multiple requests for
comment.
Before he went into
politics, Javid worked for
Chase Manhattan Bank and
Deutsche Bank. He has also

admitted that he held an
offshore trust until he
became a minister in 2012,
after he became an MP.
The statement did not
make clear whether that
trust included overseas
earnings from his time as a
non-dom.
Any overseas earnings
remitted to Britain by a
non-dom are liable to tax.
Anyone on benefits who
had that degree of
uncertainty about their
money would be facing a
brutal investigation. Why
isn’t Javid?

Dodging tax and questions

THE POLITICAL crisis is often
treated as separate to the
social emergency that means
poverty and hardship for
millions of people. But the
same ruling class agenda of
profits first is behind both.
Prices are rising at an
average of 9 percent a
year according to the most
accurate measure of inflation,
the RPI index.
So if your pay, benefits or
pension are going up less than
that—as they are for nearly
everyone—then you are taking
a hit. For example, if you are
on benefits and have just had
the 3.1 percent “rise” imposed

It’s possible to deliver better pay deals than recent ones

reality this year’s “rise” is definitely
a real terms pay cut and next year’s
might be even greater.
These figures emphasise the
necessity for the PCS union
leadership to move quickly to
a ballot for strikes among civil
service workers. And the present
strikes, including over pay, in the

universities, have to escalate not
end. Every union leader has to
be pushed to make real the brave
words about not accepting pay
cuts.
And if the leaders won’t do it
then workers have to organise
independently to force the union
to fight.

this week, in reality it’s a cut
of nearly 6 percent. That’s
disastrous for people who are
already on the edge of being
able to survive.
Even the CPI inflation
measure, which excludes some
basic costs, hit 7 percent.
That’s ten times the
0.7 percent recorded in March
2021, according to data
published by the Office for
National Statistics last week.
The detail of the figures
showed most types of food
saw annual increases above
5 percent.
On the same day the
inflation figures came out,
Tesco said it doubled pre-tax
profits to more than £2 billion.
Official statistics predict
people’s real income will fall
this year at the sharpest rate
since records began in the
1950s. Prices of many items

rose at a double-digit annual
rate.
Gas prices were 28.3 percent
higher in March than a year
ago, while electricity was 19.2
percent higher. And this is
before the soaring increases
announced in April.
Recently an official report on
pay showed the greatest fall in
the value of real wages since
June 2014. But those figures,
just like the official inflation
ones, overstate pay rises and
understate how the Tories and
bosses are strangling living
standards.
Official statistics say in
January pay excluding bonuses
grew by an annual rate of
4.1 percent. But the Resolution
Foundation think tank’s
analysis shows after adjusting
for the end of furlough, the
real figure for 2021 is just
2.7 percent.

‘The government doesn’t talk about Covid’
THE NUMBER of available hospital
beds in England is lower than any
time since the start of the pandemic.
But the Tories are acting as Covid
“doesn’t exist anymore”.That’s the
shocking conclusion drawn by one
of Britain’s top health bosses.
Head of NHS Providers, Chris
Hopson, said this week that levels
of coronavirus infection are far
higher than expected.
In a thread of tweets, he painted
a picture of the health service on
the brink of a meltdown with the
ending of Covid restrictions. He
said the NHS is running “higher
levels of risk than ever seen
before”.
Hopson said people should
again be encouraged to socially
distance and wear facemasks to
protect the NHS. But, he added,
the government “doesn’t seem to
want to talk about coronavirus
any more”. More than 70,000

Emergency care is under threat

health staff are off sick, 40 percent
with Covid, while the number of
patients in hospital with the virus
in England has doubled in recent
weeks to almost 16,000.
In addition there are 20,000
patients occupying hospital beds
who are medically fit but cannot
be discharged due to the pressures
on social care. Hopson attributes
this to at least a quarter of Britain’s

18,000 care homes having had
recent Covid outbreaks.
And at least four terrible NHS
records have recently been broken.
The number of people waiting
to start hospital treatment rose
to 6.2 million in February. There
were record high trolley waits
in emergency departments,
accident and emergency waits and
ambulance response times.
Dr Katherine Henderson,
president of the Royal College
of Emergency Medicine, said
staff shortages were particularly
affecting emergency departments.
She said running A&E units
was “like flying a plane with half
the crew and three passengers to
every seat. No airline would take
off under those circumstances but
we have to.” She added that the
current strain on the NHS could be
a “glimpse” of the “new normal”.

Yuri Prasad
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Cover up as
British army
fuels West’s
war drive in
Ukraine
by SOPHIE SQUIRE

BRITISH SPECIAL forces troops
have been deployed to train
Ukrainian military personnel
since the war began, but the
state doesn’t want you to know
that. 
In a report published by the Times
newspaper last Friday, Ukrainian
troops admitted they received
training from British troops.
But in an effort to stop this
information from getting out, the
Security Media Advisory (DSMA)
Committee sent a notice to Socialist
Worker and other media outlets
asking them not to print the story.
Such “D notices” use the claim
of “damage to national security” to
urge editors to squash stories.
They have no legal standing,
but almost all editors accept them.
Socialist Worker is not doing so.
We’re often told that other
countries, such as Russia, restrict
reporting of wars. They do, but so
does Britain.

Broadcasting

Brigadier Geoffrey Dodds, Secretary
of the DSMA, said, “Should any
editor currently be considering
publishing or broadcasting information on these operations, may I ask
you to seek my advice beforehand?”
What did they want to hide?
The D Notice said it didn’t want
any details published of “Special
Forces and other Ministry of Defence
units engaged in security, intelligence and counter-terrorism operations, including their methods,
techniques and activities.
“Such disclosure could reveal
details of operations or operating
methods and techniques before,
during and after their execution
which would bestow an advantage
on an adversary.”
In reality the notice isn’t about
protecting “British lives” it’s about
controlling what the press writes
about the war.
The Times report said, “Former
British soldiers, marines and special
forces commandos are also in Ukraine
working as training contractors and

WHAT
WHAT WE
WE THINK
THINK

DON’T ACCEPT THAT THE
HUNGRY MUST EAT LESS

The USS Nevada surfaced in Guam, in the Western Pacific ocean

China is next in Joe Biden’s
list of target countries

BACK STORY

How Britain is fuelling war
lIt has supplied Ukraine with over
3,600 anti-tank missile launchers
since February. Now British
troops, for the first time, have
trained their Ukrainian allies on
how to use them
lNews of the training is going
largely unreported but two
Ukrainian commanders told The
Times newspaper their battalions
have been trained by British forces
in the last fortnight

volunteers, but the Ukrainian officers were adamant that their training
this month was carried out by serving British soldiers.
“Officers from two (Ukrainian)
battalions stationed in and around
the capital said they had undergone
military training, one last week and
the other the week before.”
The report goes on to reveal that
“Captain Yuriy Myronenko, whose
battalion is stationed in Obolon on
the northern outskirts of Kyiv, said
that military trainers had come to
instruct new and returning military recruits to use NLAWs, Britishsupplied anti-tank missiles that were
delivered in February as the invasion
was beginning.”
Myronenko added that training
on how to use NLAWs from British
military personnel was essential and
that before, soldiers had to refer to
YouTube videos for an explanation.
The report also revealed, “One
Ukrainian special forces commander,
who goes by the military nickname
‘Skiff’, said the 112th battalion, to
which his unit was attached, had
undergone training last week. The
account was confirmed by his senior
commander.”
The Ministry of Defence has
refused to confirm that Ukrainian
troops are being trained by British
military personnel, stating that
it could not comment on special
operations.
The accounts confirm the
long-held expectation that Britain
has sent “trainers” to Ukraine from
the beginning of the war.

THE STATE doesn’t want you to know that British soldiers are now training Ukrainian troops

Is US plotting to use Russian debt
default to collapse its economy?
WESTERN GOVERNMENTS could
be planning to seize Russia’s gold
and foreign currency reserves in
a bid to collapse the country’s
economy.
Like most major countries,
Russia holds huge sums in central
banks across the world. These are
used to settle state debts, finance
trade and regulate the value of its
currency the rouble.
But in a move designed to
bankrupt the Russian state, the
US is insisting that all of Russia’s
debts are settled in dollars, rather
than roubles.
It knows that US economic
sanctions mean that is impossible.
Russia is now halfway into a
30-day “grace period” in which it
must settle its due debts.
The US Treasury earlier this
month blocked Russia from paying
£499 million due on two bonds
using funds held at US banks.
Russia instead tried to pay in
roubles.
But credit rating agencies
said this would constitute a
default—meaning the country
would then struggle to borrow
money and import and export

Russians rush to withdraw their money from a cash machine

goods. Without access to a credit
system, the value of the rouble
would likely collapse, leading to
an economic crisis that will hit
ordinary people hardest.

Abroad

The Russian rich stash most
of their wealth in secret bank
accounts abroad and in foreign
currencies.
They will emerge largely
unscathed.
But the poor, who are paid in
roubles, will find their money
becomes worthless.
Tatiana Orlova, an economist

at Oxford Economics, told the
Business Insider that will likely
now be a scramble for Russian
state assets held abroad.
The news site predicted that
Ukraine will demand a huge
share of Russia’s reserves in
compensation for the war, and
that the US might eventually end
up seizing the money.
Western governments have
already frozen the bulk of the
roughly £460 billion stockpile.
The shadow economic war
conducted by the West is part of
a wider strategy to bring “regime
change” to Russia.

THE US regards
China as its most
significant competitor.
If it humbles Russia
in Ukraine it will feel
more confident to
confront China.
And it is already
strengthening its
presence in Asia.
New deployments
mean the US
Navy now has five
submarines based in
Guam, a US “island
territory” in the
Western Pacific.
That’s up from two
boats in November
2021.
Guam is thousands

of miles from the
coast of China. But the
US military views the
base as a vital asset in
its strategy to counter
Chinese influence in
the region.

Committed

From the base, the US
can deploy warships
to patrol the waters
of the East and South
China Seas.
The Pentagon says
it has committed
about £8.5 billion for
construction on Guam
over the next five
years.
One of the main

projects is to develop
a missile defence
system.
US military officials
say this is necessary
to defend the island
from the Chinese
military’s “evolving
capabilities”.
The move
to increase the
submarine force
in Guam comes as
China is beefing up its
submarine fleet.
China currently
owns four ballistic
missile submarines,
along with a force
of 50 diesel-electric
attack submarines.

Putin battering Mariupol
RUSSIAN forces
continued to batter
the Ukrainian city of
Mariupol this week,
adding to the horror of
the seven-week siege
that has reduced much
of the city to ruins.
Mariupol had a
population of nearly
450,000 before the
war.
At the start of this
week a few thousand
Ukrainian troops
remained at the
Azovstal steel mill,
refusing to surrender.
“All those who will

continue resistance
will be destroyed,” Maj
Gen Igor Konashenkov,
the Russian
defence ministry’s
spokesperson, said.
Ukrainian leader
Volodymyr Zelensky
said the destruction of
“our guys will put an
end to all negotiations
with Russia”.
If taken by Russia,
Mariupol would create
a land corridor from
Crimea to the eastern
Ukrainian areas
controlled by Russia
around Donetsk and

Lugansk.
The United Nations
refugee agency said
4,869,019 Ukrainian
citizens had left the
country since Russia
invaded in February.

T

HE International
Monetary Fund (IMF),
the hitman for global
capitalism, has warned
billions of people that
they should tighten their belts
and be prepared for hard times.
Meetings of the IMF and World
Bank this week gloomily charted
how Covid and the war in
Ukraine will further raise prices
and disrupt the global economy.
The IMF’s managing director
Kristalina Georgieva said that
143 countries will downgrade
their growth outlook over the
next year in the face of price
rises for food and energy.
A recent report from the
charity Oxfam says that at least a
quarter of a billion more people
could be pushed into extreme
poverty, defined as receiving
below £1.50 a day.
That brings the total to 860
million.
The number of people below
the poverty line of £4.25 a day is
already well over 3 billion, almost
half the world’s population.
Oxfam pointed out that as
ordinary people suffer, billionaire
wealth “has seen its biggest
increase ever” with more
accumulation at the top to come.

“Large corporations appear to
be exploiting an inflationary
environment to boost profits at
consumers’ expense.
“Soaring energy prices and
margins have pushed oil company
profits to record levels, while
investors expect agriculture
companies to rapidly become
more profitable as food prices
spiral,” Oxfam said.
The crushing weight of debt
and demands from the bankers
and the financial institutions for
interest will lead to more calls
for austerity.
But resistance to the squeeze
on living standards in Peru, Sudan
and Argentina continues.
Thousands of students in

‘‘

The number of
people below the
poverty line of
£4.25 a day is
well over 3 billion

M

fascist Marine Le Pen emerged
from decades of failure by the
centre, the traditional right and left
and now the neoliberal Emmanuel
Macron.
Stepping outside the narrow
establishment focus is presented
as stepping into the terrain of
anti-vaxxers, wild right wing
Brexiteers and the politics of
Donald Trump.
Such forces exist and are
boosted by the racism and
division that comes from the
centre. But there is also a left wing

War could last for years
SECRETARY OF state
Antony Blinken told
Nato allies that the
US believes the war in
Ukraine will go on for
months or even years.
National Security
adviser Jake Sullivan
has warned of a
confrontation that
could go on “for
months or even

longer.” Recently
General Mark Milley,
chair of the joint
chiefs of staff said,
“I do think this is
a very protracted
conflict, and I think it’s
measured in years.
“I don’t know about
a decade, but at least
years for sure,” he
told the House Armed

Services Committee.
On Wednesday of
last week US president
Joe Biden authorised
a new £615 million
weapons package for
Ukraine.
This brings the total
military aid pledged
since Russia invaded
Ukraine on 24 February
to about £2 billion.

major cities across Indonesia
protested on Monday against a
rise in food prices.
They also raged at a possible
extension of president Joko
Widodo’s term in office.
Oil workers, farmers, students
and retired workers have been
protesting in Iran.
“Without immediate radical
action, we could be witnessing
the most profound collapse of
humanity into extreme poverty
and suffering in memory,” said
Oxfam International executive
director Gabriela Bucher.
“This terrifying prospect is
made more sickening by the
fact that trillions of dollars have
been captured by a tiny group
of powerful men who have no
interest in interrupting this
trajectory.”
There are two ways out of
the crisis the IMF and Oxfam
describe.
One is to bow to the demands
of the bosses and for those
who are already hungry to eat
less, for the workers to do more
for less.
The other is to fight back,
to make the rich pay, and to
push towards overthrowing the
system.

CENTRE LETS RIGHT THRIVE
OST POLITICIANS and
commentators tell us that
the way forward faced
with war, economic crisis and
corruption is a politics of the
centre. In reality, centrist politics
offers protection for the elite and
more of the same misery.
We arrived where we are
because of the actions of
politicians such as Tony Blair, David
Cameron and Theresa May—who
are all now lauded as decent and
sensible.
In France, the threat from the

challenge that needs to be fanned
rather than extinguished.
The forces outside the
establishment include millions of
ordinary people who want to go
much further than any mainstream
media or politician.
The establishment sighs about
Johnson’s crimes and his roughness.
But the same forces defend a
system that allows him to escape
and offers no real accountability.
Johnson is our enemy, and so
is the establishment that chafes at
him but won’t bring him down.
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More states in Nato
threatens wider war
THE UKRAINE war has revealed the US’s criminal folly in
driving its Nato military alliance eastwards.
This folly reached its height in seeking to incorporate
former Soviet republics bordering Russia, even though
neither Ukraine itself nor Georgia have actually joined.
But three other ex-Soviet republics did join—the Baltic
states of Latvia, Lithuania, and Estonia. Along with Finland,
they had been incorporated into the Tsarist empire but won
independence at the time of the Russian Revolution of 1917.
At the beginning of the Second World War, the Stalin
regime in Moscow—desperate to create a defensive perimeter
separating it from Nazi Germany—tried to grab them again.
It failed in the case of Finland.
The Red Army got a bloody nose in the “Winter War” of
1939-40 with Finland—something that Putin’s half-stalled
invasion of Ukraine is increasingly compared with.
But the Soviet Union did succeed in gobbling up the Baltic
states. After gaining independence from Russia again in
1991, they rushed to embrace the US.
Their eyes were fixed on the famous Article five of North
Atlantic Treaty, which commits member states to go to war
to defend each other. They are almost completely cut off
from the rest of the European Union and Nato by the Russian
enclave of Kaliningrad and its tributary state Belarus.
Only the threat of nuclear war by the US could protect
them. Taking on such a dangerous commitment only makes
any kind of sense if you remember that the US expanded
Nato eastwards on the assumption that Russia was too
weak to resist. Instead, as Vladimir Putin’s brutal invasion
of Ukraine shows, Nato expansion was merely a move in a
dangerous and destructive inter-imperialist contest.

Trajectory

One of the various ways the invasion has gone wrong is that
it has pushed some states towards Nato, notably Finland
and Sweden.
Sweden’s geopolitical trajectory had diverged from that of
its western Scandinavian neighbours. It stayed out of the two
world wars, though tilting towards its powerful neighbour
and trading partner Germany. Sweden was also neutral
during the Cold War, this time tilting westwards, in part
thanks to its integration into the global market.
Denmark and Norway did join Nato, though with various
let-outs about military bases and nuclear weapons on their
territory. Having fought off Russia at a high cost in 1939-40,
Finland actually joined in the German invasion of the USSR.
After 1945 it was placed in common agreement between
the US and Russia, neutral in the Cold War, though tilting
eastwards somewhat.
Both Finland and Sweden joined the EU in 1995.
They stayed out of Nato, though they joined its
Partnership for Peace programme, which acted as a cover for
the alliance’s expansion eastwards.
Since the Russian invasion of Ukraine, serious debates
have started in both countries about joining Nato.
Once again, a glance at the map shows why Nato military
planners would like this.
The Baltic states would cease to be an exposed little
Western rump with the territorial depth offered by Sweden
and Finland.
Their governments are therefore campaigning for both
countries to join Nato and for a much bigger Western
military presence in the Baltic.
The Russian reaction came from ex-president Dmitry
Medvedev, now deputy chair of the Security Council.
He said last Thursday, “If Sweden and Finland join Nato, the
length of the alliance’s land borders with Russia will more than
double. Naturally, these borders will have to be strengthened.
“If this is done, no non-nuclear status of the Baltic will be
possible. The balance must be restored.”
Iskander cruise missiles have been based in Kaliningrad
since 2016, though we don’t know whether they are armed
with nuclear warheads. In other words, Sweden and Finland
joining Nato will accelerate the division of Europe into an
armed camp.
This would increase the danger of a broader war between
the West and Russia. The governing Swedish Social
Democratic Party is split on the issue.
The left in Scandinavia must campaign intensively to
defend the neutrality of Finland and Sweden.

Members of the UNEF student union on the Paris demonstration against the far right and racism last weekend

Voting for Macron in French
election will not stop racism
by SIMON BASKETTER

OPINION POLLS last
weekend showed
Emmanuel Macron ahead
by around 53 percent to
47 percent.
But his weakness is that
most people think Marine Le
Pen might do more for ordinary people than him—the
“president of the rich”.
She won’t, but Macron is
bitterly hated for his pro-boss
policies.
He wants to increase the
pension age by three years—
which Le Pen opposes.
One recent survey showed
that on action over the cost
of living Le Pen led Macron
by 40 percent to 32 percent
with 28 percent saying they
didn’t know—or were equally
useless.
Le Pen is a real danger.
She is a continuation of the
fascist FN party created by
her father. It brought together
those who backed the Vichy
regime that collaborated what
the Nazis during the Second
World War.
Marine Le Pen has tried
to “detoxify” the brand. But
the reality keeps showing
through.
Le Pen says, “We must
reverse this logic and allow
the police and gendarmes to
use force with the b
 enefit of a
presumption of self-defence.”
She says, “My way of

increasing wages is to stop
immigration.” And she says
she wants to ban Muslim
women from wearing the
hijab. Le Pen also threatens
abortion rights.
Millions of people won’t
vote on Sunday.
In 2017, with the same candidates, 12.1 million abstained
and a further 4 million voted
with a blank ballot or with
their own message written
on it.
Taken together over a third
of registered voters refused
the Macron-Le Pen choice.
Because polls show a closer

A women holding a neither
Macron or Marine sign

Protests against racism
TENS OF thousands of
people demonstrated
across France on
Saturday against
racism that infects
politics and society.
Their marches and
rallies came in the
days leading to the
run-off presidential
vote next Sunday.
The protests’
organisers said nearly
40,000 took part in
Paris and 150,000
people throughout
the country.
At the end of the Paris
march, police fired tear
gas, tore down banners

and arrested numerous
demonstrators. Those
protesting against the
far right were targeted
by the special police
units set up by Macron.
The marches
brought together a
range of views.
Many protesters
support the slogan “not
one vote for Le Pen”.
But there were sharp
divides over whether
to turn that into a
call to vote Macron.
And many others on
the marches insisted
they didn’t want to
back either candidate.

race than when the fascists
were in the second round in
2002 or 2017, most of the left
is grudgingly backing Macron.
But this is the attitude
that has seen Islamophobic,
authoritarian and racist ideas
saturate French mainstream
politics.
It has also seen the steady
growth of fascist forces.
The first round of the
e lections broadly showed

three camps in France.
There are the approximately
11.5 million people who voted
for Le Pen or the foul racist
Eric Zemmour or the far right’s
Nicolas Dupont‑Aignan.
Together that’s nearly a
third of the vote.
Then there are the
11.5 million who backed
Macron or other neoliberal
candidates.
Finally, there are the
11 million who voted left or
green, with the large majority
of these supporting Jean-Luc
Melenchon.
Meanwhile, the mainstream
right wing and social democratic parties that dominated
official politics for half a century finally fell apart.
Both won less than five
percent of the vote in the first
round.
French politics is in turmoil.
If the left now meekly lines
up behind Macron it will be
accepting the continuity that
has seen the fascist vote rise
for more than two decades.
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Extinction Rebellion end
action with occupation
BY SOPHIE SQUIRE

AROUND 3,000 Extinction
Rebellion (XR) supporters marched,
occupied and defied the police in
central London last Saturday at the
end of over a week of action.
The day ended when, despite the
cops, activists surrounded a limousine and occupied the road around
March Arch.
They had swarmed onto an oil
tanker off Bayswater Road earlier
in the day and hung a banner on it
that read, “End fossil filth”.
Thousands of people later gathered in Hyde Park to call for an end
to fossil fuel investment.
Jane had travelled from south
west Wales to be part of the
rebellion and had already been
arrested for her role in blocking a
road earlier in the week.
“Joining the rebellion and getting
arrested has all been for my community,” she told Socialist Worker.
“I’m doing all of this because we
still aren’t seeing the shift needed to
save the planet.”
Jane said she was “furious” about
Boris Johnson’s recent announcement of plans to construct eight
new nuclear power stations.
“It is scary what they are
suggesting”, she said. “How can we
possibly justify nuclear power?
“They will leave behind a
dangerous legacy for future generations. And climate change itself could
lead to more nuclear accidents.
“The sites that have been
suggested are only just above sea
level.
“That’s terrifying with waters
rising due to climate change.”
Many of those on the demonstration were furious about right wing
attacks on XR, and on other groups
such as Insulate Britain and Just
Stop Oil.
One sign read, “We have jobs, we
move for ambulances. Can we talk
about the climate crisis now.”
Rebels marched from Hyde Park,
taking a route that passed the
offices of Saudi Aramco.
This oil company has pumped out
71 billion tonnes of carbon dioxide
in 2019 alone.
Charlotte, a teacher in the NEU
union, said, “The climate crisis
needs to be part of the curriculum for all. Children need to know

Protesting on an oil tanker

Police during the rebellion

Escalate
action to
win climate
justice
AFTER TEN days of action
Extinction Rebellion has
shown it can still mobilise
thousands onto the streets.
The group was clear they
were targeting the bosses
with their one overarching
demand “to stop all new
fossil fuel investments
immediately”.
Three days dedicated to
“outreach” meant activists
could engage with ordinary
people about their campaign.
And arguments about system
change were once again at
the forefront, with many
speakers voicing opposition
to capitalism.
But XR’s latest rebellion
did not cause the kind of
disruption previous rebellions
have in the past.

Represion

Climate activists occupying Marble Arch, central London, last Saturday

what’s happening and how those in
power do nothing. The curriculum
at the moment doesn’t encourage
dissent. Young people have huge
potential.
“It was amazing to see the school
strikes. We need to see so much
more of that.”
At Hyde Park rebels heard from
Extinction Rebellion speakers.
Rob from the Jubilee for Climate
group told the crowd that the only
way to move forward was to challenge the capitalist system.
“I want to tell the truth, and I
think at this point it is critical that
we do,” he said.
“We must be more radical.
Economic warfare is going on.
“The oil blockades are good, but
five more heads will grow if we
don’t change the system when we
cut down one head.
“We can’t just declare a rebellion.
We have to declare a revolution.”

Picture: Extinction Rebellion

‘We’re tired of this bullshit’
AS EXTINCTION Rebellion
marched on the streets,
climate group Just
Stop Oil targeted fossil
fuel infrastructure.
The group disrupted
three oil terminals across
south west England and the
Midlands. As of Monday,
over 400 activists from the
group had been arrested.
Valero Energy was granted
an injunction to block Just
Stop Oil protesters by the
High Court last week.
Student Zach is an
activist with Just Stop Oil.
He told Socialist Worker
that at just 15 he was the

youngest Just Stop Oil
activist to get arrested while
taking part in direct action.
“I took part because I
know the government won’t
listen,” he said. “They won’t
do anything that disrupts
business as usual.
“At the same time, I feel
like the Tories and the right
wing are trying to incite
violence against us. I saw that
XR activists got hit by a car,
and commentators said they
wished that happened to us.
“It’s dehumanising.
But we know we have to
do what we can. We’re
tired of this bullshit.”
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Some of this is down to police
repression and the Tories
handing them over increased
powers to ramp this up.
Almost 500 activists were
arrested in this latest wave of
protests.
And the police were much
quicker at anticipating and
stopping roads from being
blocked.
The rebellion was also
smaller and less disruptive
because XR’s direct action
is becoming increasingly
secretive. This led to a great
deal of confusion about what
was happening, even among
activists.
The two largest marches
were also much smaller than
in previous years. Marches
avoided passing Downing
Street or Parliament Square,
and there were no big
demonstrations organised in
the financial district.
XR is at its strongest and
most radical when it mobilises
tens of thousands and takes
protests to the doors of those
in power.
This is what can inspire
wider forces to join the
rebellion and force those in
power to listen.
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INTERNATIONAL

IN BRIEF
Anti-racist
protests sweep
across Sweden
PROTESTS HAVE spread across
Sweden after the far right leader,
Rasmus Paludan, said he burned
a Quran and would do it again.
Protesters took to the streets
for four nights where Paludan’s
Stram Kurs (Hard Line) group
had planned demonstrations.
Some were cancelled because
of the strength of the anti-racist
response.
In several cities, counterprotesters threw stones at the
Stram Kurs members and set
fire to vehicles. Police met this
with a vicious response.
Cops injured three people
in the city of Norrkoping, who
were hit by the ricochet from
the police’s so-called “warning
shots”.

India’s Modi
downplays Covid
death figures
INDIA HAS likely suffered some 4
million Covid deaths, eight times
the official count, according to
the World Health Organisation
(WHO).
New data from the WHO has
found that vastly more people
across the world have died from
coronavirus than previously
thought.
It says a total of about 15
million had lost their lives by
the end of 2021, more than
double the official total of 6
million reported by countries
individually.
More than a third of the
additional 9 million deaths
globally are estimated to have
occurred in India.
Hard right prime minister
Narendra Modi continues to
insist that just 520,000 Indians
died from the disease.

Pakistan bombs
Afghanistan
INTERIM Pakistani president
Shahbaz Sharif last week
unleashed bombing raids in
Afghanistan’s eastern regions of
Khost and Kunar killing some 45
civilians, including five children.
Tensions between the two
states have been on the rise
recently, with the Pakistani
government claiming that
Islamic militants are carrying out
terror attacks on its territory.
But the Pakistani airstrike
marks an escalation.
Some commentators
suggest that Sharif is trying
to send a signal to the US that
he is prepared to lead a new
government that will work more
closely with them in the future.
Imran Khan was recently
ousted as Pakistan’s prime
minister in a no-confidence vote.

Dozens injured as Israeli
forces attack worshippers
by NICK CLARK

ISRAELI FORCES attacked
Palestinian worshippers in the
occupied city of Jerusalem
twice over the weekend, as they
gathered during the Muslim
holy month of Ramadan.
The attacks come almost a year
after similar raids sparked an
uprising across all of Palestine.
Israeli border police stormed
the site of the Al Aqsa mosque on
Sunday, in the east of occupied
Jerusalem. They used tear gas and
rubber-coated steel bullets to clear
Palestinians from the large square
inside the mosque’s compound.
It came after an even bigger
raid on Friday of last week when
Israeli police arrested as many as
300 Palestinians at the mosque all
at once.
They also injured at least 158
people.
The Islamic endowment that
runs the site said Israeli police
entered in force before dawn on
Friday, as thousands of worshippers gathered for early morning
prayers.
Videos show Palestinians fighting back heroically, throwing
rocks at the heavily armed cops
and barricading themselves inside
the mosque.
The Palestinian Red Crescent
medical charity said Israeli forces
also hindered the arrival of ambulances and paramedics to the site.
Israel said the raids were meant
to ensure that Jewish worshippers—who also consider the site
holy—could enter during the
Passover holiday.
They, and many media reports
in Britain, want to present the
fighting as an issue of Palestinian
Muslims’ hostility to Israeli Jews.
It is actually about whether
Palestinians can live freely in their
own city.

Israel invaded and occupied the
eastern side of Jerusalem in 1967.
Though it later declared the
entire city its capital, it denies the
Palestinians who live there full citizenship rights.
It has used a raft of laws that
can remove a Palestinian’s right to
live in the city to push them out
gradually.
Meanwhile Israeli settler
groups, backed by the state, run
years-long campaigns to evict
Palestinians and take over their
homes and neighbourhoods.
Battles over access to the
mosque are about control of a site
central to Palestinian life in the
city. The compound is still managed by an authority based in
neighbouring Jordan, but Israeli
settler groups want to claim it and
deny Palestinian access altogether.

Provocative

Right wing settler groups use
Ramadan and Passover to stage
provocative stunts and invasions
at the site.
Last week a settler group
offered a cash prize to anyone who
entered the Mosque and sacrificed
a goat—a Jewish religious ritual
that is prohibited inside.
Palestinians at the mosque prepared to resist incursions by Israeli
settlers and police.
Attacks on Palestinians in east
Jerusalem last April triggered a
mass uprising.
Israeli cops cracked down on
protesters resisting the eviction of
Palestinian families in the neighbourhood of Sheikh Jarrah.
They then tried to stop
Palestinians from coming to Al
Aqsa mosque to pray.
After Palestinians fought back,
resistance spread across all areas
of historic Palestine, including a
historic general strike.

Power of strikes can boost the revolt in Sri Lanka
by YURI PRSAD

THOUSANDS OF workers in Sri
Lanka were this week set to
join the huge movement against
the government of Gotabaya
Rajapaksa.
The country’s Collective
of Trade Unions and Mass
Organisations announced they
and many other unions planned
to strike on Wednesday.
The move will likely to see
a stream of health workers,
government employees and
plantation workers head to the
streets.
They would join the
thousands that surround the
Galle Face financial and political

enclave in the capital, Colombo.
Protesters have demanded the
end of the regime—and an end
to the economic policies that
have enriched the elite.
“Nobody brought us here,”
Charith Weliwatta, told
Sri Lanka’s Sunday Times
newspaper. His tea estate is
yellowing because he can no
longer afford fertiliser.
“We organised ourselves.
Tamils, Muslims, Burghers,
Sinhalese, we are all here.
They can’t divide us by race
anymore.” Nimashi joined the
protest with her husband and
baby daughter. They took the
night train from Polonnaruwa
just to be part of it.

“There is an unhealthy
concentration of power in the
hands of a few persons,” the
university student said.
“Rulers are our servants. We
appoint them through our vote
but they have exploited us.”
With protest numbers set to
swell the Rajapaksa regime is in
serious trouble.
Sri Lanka is in the grip of a
huge economic crisis that has
led to rampant inflation, power
cuts and shortages of essential
goods—including medicines.
Under the rule of president
Gotabaya Rajapaksa, Sri Lanka
embarked on a bid for economic
growth funded by huge debts.
The gamble initially looked

to have paid off, but eventually
the state could barely afford the
repayments.
Then came the crises of Covid
and the war in Ukraine.
Sri Lanka’s massive tourist
trade collapsed, while the cost
of imports rose dramatically.
The International Monetary
Fund is now planning a
“bailout” loan. But that will
come with strings—including
cuts to government expenditure
and subsidies on essential
goods.
That’s why protesters
are right to insist that their
movement is larger than the
hated Rajapaksa family—it’s
about the whole system.
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Just a
thought...

Victory in
Wigan on
green fight

Malcolm Jones
Wigan

£50 fine is
insult to us

Illustration:Tim Sanders

GLENBROOK developers
thought that they could
spend £31 million
developing warehouses on
40 acres of green space in
Ashton, Wigan. But we
have stopped them.
Our Keep Ashton Green
campaign showed how this
would affect climate change
and wreck biodiversity.
We had regular stalls,
support from trade unions
and the trades council for
the biggest climate change
march in the town’s history.
We lobbied the council and
gained support by doing
door to knocking on estates
and gaining support from
the local MP.
The council officers
recommended the proposal
go through so we filled the
public gallery and the
councillors rejected it. This
was a victory for people
before profit.
Danny Fletcher, a local
councillor, said, “I have
never been more proud to
represent my home town.
“The whole Ashton
community came together
to fight this proposal.
“The Keep Ashton Green
(KAG) group’s purpose has
been to stop this proposal
from happening. Over the
past 16 months we have
gathered over 440
individual objections and
over 3,000 members joined
our KAG campaign group.
“Our campaign has been
a shining example of what
collective community
endeavour can achieve, and
we are ready for any appeal
from Glenbrook.”
Every victory to defend
the environment encourages
us to build the resistance to
go further.

Are blackcurrant pickers
living in the lap of luxury?
EVERYTHING IS going up but my
benefits. That’s what it feels like
anyway.
Last week I was delighted to
find my benefits—my sole source
of income—were going up £5.42 a
week.
That was a rise of just over 3
percent. But everyone knows that
prices are going up much faster
than that. I’m not sure even the
official figures of a 7 percent or 9
percent rise capture the reality.
I have been keeping a careful
eye on how prices have gone up in
my local Tesco store.
A bottle of basic washing-up
liquid went up this year from 33p
to 41p. That’s a rise of nearly 25
percent.

Even worse, a bottle of squash
that used to cost £1 is now £1.75.
What possible combination of
factors could have caused this rise
of 75 percent?
Are blackcurrant pickers—or
those who run a picking
machine—living in great luxury
because of mega pay rises? I
rather doubt it.
Are the farmers who grow the
fruit celebrating huge rises in the
price they receive for their crops? I
bet they’re not.
I’m sure there are lots of very
clever reasons for these increases.
But I can’t help noticing that Tesco
bosses last week announced a
profit of £2 billion for 2021.
While everyone was scrambling

for stuff during the pandemic,
Tesco was coining it in.
As always, developments in the
economy are presented as outside
human control. It’s just how it is
and there’s not much we can do
about it.
But what would happen if big
shops were told they couldn’t put
up prices above a certain amount,
say 5 percent a year?
Their profits would shrink but
there’s not much they could do
about it. I’m sure Tesco and the
rest would be pleading poverty.
But the result now is that
ordinary people are pushed into
poverty. It’s a political choice.

Gil Henriques
Sheffield

After Tory party scandal Home office is an anti-refugee machine
it is time for an election
MILLIONS OF workers took
real risks during the
pandemic to keep the
country and its people
going.
They included health
workers—like me—teachers,
cleaners, shop staff, delivery
drivers and many others.
We stuck to the rules
around the pandemic even
when they were hard and
forced us to suffer awful
conditions.
Now we find out that the
two chancers Boris Johnson
and Rishi Sunak were

partying the night away in
Downing Street.
They broke the law and I
couldn’t care less whether
Johnson now says he
apologises for what he did.
It’s all a sham.
We can’t let them get
away with this.
Why do we have to wait
years to deliver our verdict?
It should be up to the
country to decide if they get
to keep their jobs in a
general election.

Lorraine Bradley
Birmingham

IN THE middle of last
week, only a quarter of the
12,000 Ukrainian refugees
granted British visas had
actually made it here.
Asked to explain why,
home secretary Priti Patel
replied, “Any new visa
system takes time”.
But Britain has
accepted far fewer
Ukrainian refugees than
other countries. Germany
has opened its doors to
300,000 and Ireland
20,000.
According to Patel this
is because “Germany is an
EU country”. This

explains nothing. Faced
with the refugee crisis,
most European countries
have put humanitarian
considerations before
bureaucracy and have
waved visa requirements.
The truth is that under
Patel, the home office has

No welcome from Priti Patel

been weaponised against
refugees. Patel has built
her career on creating a
hostile environment for
refugees, asylum-seekers
and immigrants who she
views as criminals.
Patel’s home office is
an anti-refugee machine
and it doesn’t have a
reverse gear.
Patel is treating
Ukrainian refugees with
the same inhumanity she
has treated refugees from
Afghanistan, Syria and
Libya.

Sasha Simic
East London
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BORIS JOHNSON and
his wife Carrie Johnson
only paid £50 fines
for breaking Covid
regulations.
Just £50 for
endangering lives.
Meanwhile, we cover the
cost of investigations—
Met Police, Sue Gray
Report and so on. Why
is it not recovered from
Johnson and other
offenders?
Hannah Brown
East London

How did we
lose at P&O?
ANOTHER P&O Ferries
vessel was detained last
week after the Maritime
and Coastguard Agency
said inspectors had
found a “number of
deficiencies”.
The service is in
chaos. How is it possible
that the Tories and the
bosses got away with
800 sackings?
The union movement
has to ask itself some
harsh questions.
Eric Bates
Manchester

Trans bigotry
has effects
THE MENTAL health of
transgender people in
Britain is at crisis point,
professional bodies and
support groups told the
Guardian newspaper
last week.
This is the result of
systematic bigotry and
divisive state assaults.
Vicious words and
policies have effects.
Nadia Payne
Glasgow

Labour can’t
back Ofsted
LABOUR’S shadow
education secretary
Bridget Phillipson
was met with heckles
and chants during her
speech at the NEU union
conference last week.
She made positive
comments about the
Ofsted inspection
regime.
Phillipson said, “To be
supportive of inspection
is not to believe it
cannot be better.”
But many delegates
rightly see Ofsted as a
bunch of bullies whose
inspections lead to
sleepless nights and
stress with no reward
for students or teachers.
No wonder they shouted
that Ofsted was “not
welcome”.
Marina Hossain
North London
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HOW CLASS
STRUGGLE
WON THE
RIGHT TO
RAMBLE

Clearing the way for us all—the Kinder Scout Trespass Walking Group

‘Only around 7 percent of the
countryside is open today’
KEITH WARRENDER has
published several books about
the Kinder Scout trespass.
In his latest book Forbidden
Kinder—The 1932 mass trespass
revisited, Keith takes an in-depth
look into the trespass and the
lives of the trespassers.
He spoke to Socialist Worker
about his new book.

It’s 90 years since the mass trespass of Kinder Scout in
the Peak District assembled hundreds to reclaim the
countryside. Mick Mulcahy revisits the campaign of people
organised around the Young Communist League

O

N 24 April 1932, 500
young men and women
participated in direct
action to reclaim Kinder
Scout in Derbyshire
for the people. The
t respass paved the way for legal
changes that opened up swathes
of land for ordinary people to enjoy,
including the 1949 National Parks
and Access to the Countryside Act.
At the beginning of the twentieth century workers in the dark mills of the cities
in northern England looked longingly at
the beauty of the rolling moors.
But because of the Enclosures Acts
of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, moorland and mountains, previously common land, had been acquired
by landowners.
The landowners employed burley,
stick-wielding gamekeepers to patrol
their estates and ramblers without a
permit were forcibly evicted.
The events of 24 April 1932 were the
spark that ignited the campaign for ordinary people to have the right to access
our moors, hills and dales.
The prime mover of the trespass
was twenty year old Bernard (Benny)
Rothman, a Manchester Jewish
Communist, tiny in stature and a fiery
soapbox orator.
In the summer of 1925 Rothman had
acquired a bicycle, made from spare
parts and began to discover the countryside. Three years later he was working as
a motor trade apprentice in Deansgate,
Manchester when he was invited to go
along to the debates held on Sunday
nights in the Clarion Cafe.
Rothman quickly joined the Clarion

Cycling Club and then the Young
Communist League (YCL) and its associated body, the British Workers S
 ports
Federation (BWSF).
The BWSF regularly organised
weekend camps in Derbyshire, a
 ttracting
Manchester’s poor and unemployed.
And it was an event at one of these
camps which sparked the idea for a mass
trespass.
Some of the London section of the
BWSF were at a camp at Rowarth,
Derbyshire and went for a ramble
on Bleaklow in the Peak District. At
Yellowslacks Brook this group of predominantly young people, led by Rothman,
were threatened by a group of keepers.
He later said, “It was not unusual for
ramblers to get very badly beaten by
them, and of course, if you were w
 orking
class there was no redress.
“Back at the camp we decided that if
instead of six or seven, there’d been forty
or fifty of us, they wouldn’t have been
able to do it.”

‘‘

Rich men rarely
went out shooting
but Kinder Scout
was only used for
this purpose

thousand working class ramblers from
Manchester headed to the Peak District
every Sunday. Legal paths became
crowded, and many walkers would
sneak off to somewhere quieter.
For Rothman and his comrades
walking onto private land risked confrontation with the gamekeepers. But
many working class ramblers were
angry that doing this would lead to
intimidation.
They argued it was wrong that
anyone should claim hills and mountains as p
 rivate property. So socialists
advocated for trespass.

The area of the Peak District chosen
for the trespass, Kinder Scout, was lousy
farming land but was used for grazing
sheep and holding grouse for the local
landlords.
These rich men rarely went shooting,
and Kinder Scout was only used for
this purpose for a few days during the
year. The rest of the time, the land
was deserted, but walkers were not
allowed.
The BWSF demanded one simple
change—the landowners should open up
Kinder Scout, allowing ramblers to walk
upon it when the land was not in use.
At the time only one percent of the
Peak District’s 150,000 acres embraced
public access. There were only twelve
legal paths to choose from.
It is estimated that by 1932 fifteen
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RICH MEN enclosed
the countryside for
themselves—and used
it for ‘sports’ such as
grouse shooting

W

HEN NEWS of the
trespass came out
and the campaign
started, the official
rambling associations rushed to
complain. The Manchester District
Ramblers Federation stated it would
have “no part in the events”.
With Dukes and Earls among their
patrons, these official federations represented a different class entirely from
the young people associated with the
BWSF.
On the day of the trespass 500
ramblers, mostly from Manchester, took
part. The police were called in, and private gamekeepers were present to stop
it from happening.
Hayfield Parish Council had already
taken steps to prohibit the meeting by
displaying special notices of by-laws, one
of which prohibited such public meetings.
On the day of the trespass, the BWSF
changed their plans at the last minute,
and the 500 ramblers instead assembled

in a quarry. Before the march headed
off towards Kinder Scout the crowd
sang the “Red Flag” and the communist anthem, “the Internationale”.
Two-thirds of the way to the top of
Kinder Scout the walkers encountered a
gang of gamekeepers and a scuffle broke
out. The keepers had sticks whilst the
ramblers fought with their bare hands.
The keepers eventually fled.
The demonstration moved on.
On Snake Path the Manchester
walkers were met by a BWSF contingent
of about thirty from Sheffield who had
marched from the village of Hope. They
welcomed each other and then walked
to Ashop Head where a victory meeting
was held.
One of the gamekeepers had
a pparently fallen and sprained his
ankle during the scuffle on the slopes of
Kinder. He had informed the police and
on their return to Hayfield, the demonstrators were then met by one-third of
the Derbyshire constabulary.
Many of the trespassers noted that the
police seemed to be under orders to pick
out foreign looking faces and people
with Jewish sounding names. Six of the
trespassers, including Rothman, were
arrested and charged with public order
offences and riotous assembly, but not
with trespass.
The trial was a joke. Only two of
the ramblers were represented by a
lawyer. The jury included two Brigadier
Generals, three Colonels, two Majors
and three Captains. Altogether 11
members of the jury were sympathetic
to the landowning class.
At the trial Rothman conducted his
own defence and used his time in the

dock to rage against the idea that the
countryside was only the playground of
the rich.
“We ramblers, after a hard week’s
work in the smoky towns and cities, go
out rambling for relaxation, a breath of
fresh air and a little sunshine.” He told
the court.
“But we find that when we go out
that the finest rambling country is
closed to us, just because certain individuals wish to shoot for about ten days
of the year.”
Five out of the six accused were found
guilty and sentenced to between two
and six months in jail. The severity of the
sentences united the ramblers’ cause.
Even the official ramblers’ federation,
which had opposed the trespass, was
appalled by the sentences.
During the weeks of the trial,
thousands of walkers illegally visited the route of the trespass. The
arrests and subsequent imprisonment
unleashed a massive wave of sympathy
for the cause.
Later in 1932 10,000 ramblers
a ssembled at Winnats Pass near

Castleton in the Peak District. It was
the largest rambler’s demonstration in
history. Further trespasses took place on
the Duke of Norfolk’s estate.
The campaign continued in many
forms until the pressure became so great
that legislation was passed, which furthered the cause for the right to roam.
Kinder Scout today is as popular as
ever and is visited by those looking for
an escape from their working lives. Its
history shows that it wasn’t handed
to us. We have the right to walk there
because of a class struggle.

Can you tell us more about
Forbidden Kinder and what it
reveals about this important
event in working class history?
In preparation for the ninetieth
anniversary of the Kinder Scout
trespass, I spent two years
researching.
By tracking down the descendants
of those who took part, I established
more about those involved in the
trespass.
One important thing I found
about the trespassers was they were
all avid walkers who went rambling
and camping all the time. This went
against how the mainstream and
respectable rambling associations
presented them.
The working class trespassers
were just as dedicated as those in
mainstream rambling associations.
Many of those who took part even
chose to have their ashes scattered
on Kinder Scout when they died.

Such rights as we have
today to wander the
countryside were hard
won—and must be
defended

Why is this history still relevant
today?
The issue of trespass is still very
relevant today. As it stands
only about 7 or 8 percent of the
countryside is open to walkers
despite the Countryside and Rights
of Way Act of 2000, which extended
the right to roam.
The fight to open up our
countryside is far from over.
The trespass reinvigorated the
right to roam campaign and united
different sections of the movement
together.
The mainstream rambling
organisations didn’t initially back
the trespass, but they realised that
the Kinder Scout trespass had been
the spark and that they should act
together.

Author Keith Warrender

The trespass also united ramblers
in the north and south of the
country, who had previously not
fought together in a significant way.
I also think that the trespass also
made it clear that taking direct
action could work to change things.
The trespassers taking matters into
their own hands swayed public
opinion.
I even think that larger protests
may have had the power to push
parliament to make even more
reforms.
Why should the right to
roam, walk and ramble in the
countryside be an essential issue
for working class people?
The generation that took part in
the trespass were told that they
should fight in wars for their
country, but weren’t allowed back
on the land.
People then and now are fighting
against the idea that the privileged
few are the only ones who get to
enjoy the countryside. Instead, it
should be open to all.
During the pandemic we saw
tens of thousands of people attend
national parks. For so many having
access to the countryside provides
us with an escape from our working
lives and is vital for our mental
wellbeing.
Forbidden Kinder: The 1932 mass
trespass revisited Book launch—90th
Kinder Trespass celebration Sat 23 April,
2pm, Royal Hotel, Hayfield SK22 2EP
lForbidden Kinder by Keith Warrender,
£17.95 Available from bookmarks.co.uk
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WHAT WE
STAND FOR

These are the core politics of
the Socialist Workers Party.
INDEPENDENT WORKING
CLASS ACTION
Under capitalism workers’ labour
creates all profit. A socialist
society can only be constructed
when the working class seizes
control of the means of production
and d emocratically plans how they
are used.
REVOLUTION NOT REFORM
The present system cannot be
patched up or reformed as the
established Labour and trade
union leaders say.
It has to be overthrown.
Capitalism systematically
degrades the natural world.
Ending environmental crisis
means creating a new society.
THERE IS NO
PARLIAMENTARY ROAD
The structures of the present
parliament, army, police and
judiciary cannot be taken over
and used by the working class.
They grew up under capitalism
and are designed to protect the
ruling class against the workers.
The working class needs an
entirely different kind of state—a
workers’ state based upon
councils of workers’ delegates and
a workers’ militia.
At most parliamentary
activity can be used to make
propaganda against the present
system.
Only the mass action of the
workers themselves can destroy
the system.
INTERNATIONALISM
The struggle for socialism is
part of a worldwide s truggle.
We campaign for solidarity with
workers in other countries.
We oppose everything which
turns workers from one country
against those from other countries.
We oppose racism and
imperialism.We oppose all
immigration controls.
We support the right of black
people and other oppressed
groups to organise their own
defence.We support all genuine
national liberation movements.
The experience of Russia
demonstrates that a socialist
revolution cannot survive in
isolation in one country.
In Russia the result was
state capitalism, not socialism.
In Eastern Europe and China
a similar system was later
established by Stalinist parties.
We support the struggle of
workers in these countries against
both private and state capitalism.
We are for real social,
economic and political equality
of women.
We are for an end to all forms
of discrimination against lesbian,
gay, bisexual and transgender
people.
We oppose discrimination
against disabled people including
those who experience mental
distress.
We defend the right of
believers to practise their religion
without state interference.
THE REVOLUTIONARY PARTY
To achieve socialism the most
militant sections of the working
class have to be organised into a
revolutionary socialist party.
Such a party can only be
built by activity in the mass
organisations of the working class.
We have to prove in p ractice
to other workers that reformist
leaders and reformist ideas are
opposed to their own i nterests.
We have to build a rank and
file movement within the unions.
To join us, turn to page 16 or
go to www.swp.org.uk or
phone 020 7840 5602

WHAT’S ON

Email your meetings to events@socialistworker.co.uk or phone 020 7840 5600

Socialist Workers Party meetings
France goes to the polls

Is fascism back?
BRIGHTON & HOVE
Wed 27 Apr, 6.30pm
818-9286-5617

LONDON: HARINGEY
Wed 27 Apr, 7.30pm
Kurdish Community Centre,
1 Portland Gardens, Harringay Ladder,
N4 1HU
4593-881-576

CARDIFF
Wed 27 Apr, 7.30pm
894-2628-7708

LONDON:WEST & NORTH WEST
Thu 28 Apr, 7.30pm
892-8966-5179

GLASGOW
Thu 28 Apr, 7pm
Avant Garde,
34-44 King St,
G1 5QT
879-2402-3259

MANCHESTER
Wed 27 Apr, 7pm
Friends’ Meeting House,
6 Mount St, M2 5NS
323-178-7151

KENT
Thu 28 Apr, 8.15pm
Nucleus Arts Centre,
13 Military Rd,
Chatham,
ME4 4JG
434-623-8064
ABERDEEN

50 years of Asian struggles
Thu 28 Apr, 7.30pm
894-2628-7708
BIRMINGHAM

From the First World War
to Vietnam—how people
power ended wars
Wed 27 Apr, 7pm
The Warehouse,
54-57 Allison St,B5 5TH
281-634-5938
BLACK COUNTRY, SHROPSHIRE
& STAFFORDSHIRE

As it scuttles to the
right—socialists and
the Labour Party
Wed 27 Apr, 7.30pm
914-9548-1031

SWANSEA & WEST WALES
Wed 27 Apr, 7pm
Brynmill Community Centre, St
Alban’s Rd, Brynmill, SA2 0BP
902-964-963
COLCHESTER

War in Ukraine—why
Nato is not the solution
Wed 27 Apr, 7.30pm
Old Heath Community Centre,
D’Arcy Rd,
CO2 8BB
885-9668-6814
COVENTRY

China & the new imperialism
Wed 27 Apr, 7.30pm
823-945-1917
EAST MIDLANDS

Politics of the mind—
Marxism and mental distress
Wed 27 Apr, 7pm
354-874-4790
EDINBURGH

Is revolution possible
in the 21st century?
Thu 28 Apr, 7.30pm
Friends Meeting House,
12 Jesus Ln, CB5 8BA
681-800-4408

Capitalism and climate
chaos—why we need
a revolution
Wed 27 Apr, 7.30pm
Friends Meeting House,
7 Victoria Terrace,
EH1 2JL
868-9106-9359

CHESTERFIELD

HARLOW

CAMBRIDGE

‘I paint reality’ Frida
Kahlo—art & socialism
Thu 28 Apr, 7pm
Assembly Rooms,1
3/14 Chesterfield Rd, S40 1AR
828-532-8731

Why are the right wing
attacking net zero—
and how can we get a
sustainable economy?
Thu 28 Apr, 7.30pm
832-8746-7480

HASTINGS

The rise of the far
right in Europe
Thu 28 Apr, 7pm
The White Rock Hotel,
1-10 White Rock,TN34 1JU
880-5464-3685
HOME COUNTIES

By any means necessary—
the revolutionary
legacy of Malcolm X
Thu 28 Apr, 6.30pm
8341-170-103
HUDDERSFIELD

China, the Uyghurs & the left
Wed 27 Apr,6.30pm
290-168-1804
LANCASTER AND MORECAMBE

Booklaunch: Mindshift –
How Culture Transformed
the Human Brain
Wed 27 Apr, 7pm
Friends Meeting House, 23
Meeting House Ln, LA1 1TX
992-204-9372
LONDON: HACKNEY

Why are prices rising
and how can we make
the bosses pay?
Thu 28 Apr, 7.30pm
Halkevi Community Centre,
31-33, Dalston Lane,E8 3DF
854-8245-8715

The Socialist Workers Party continues to hold mostly online meetings during
the pandemic. This ensures that there can still be collective and safe discussion,
organising and actions. Occasionally branches will hold in-person meetings with
precautions taken for a safe environment.
Most of the meetings will be held using the Zoom system. Download the Zoom
app onto your phone or computer and just before the time given for your local
meeting ask to “Join a meeting”.
 ou can then enter the number printed on this page for the appropriate
Y
meeting. The password for all meetings is 967537.
Make sure you look at the SWP Facebook page
facebook.com/SocialistWorkersParty for news of national online meetings
and other updates.
LONDON: NEWHAM

No to war on Ukraine—why
we oppose Nato intervention
Wed 27 Apr, 7pm
Stratford Advice Arcade,
107-109 The Grove,
E15 1HP
288-098-8827
LONDON: SOUTH

A rebel’s guide to
Walter Rodney
Wed 27 Apr, 7pm
Karibu Education Centre,
7 Gresham Rd,
SW9 7PH
497-196-1801
LONDON: SOUTH EAST

Booklaunch:Work
& Resistance in the
21st century
Thu 28 Apr, 7pm
529-913-6390

LONDON:TOWER HAMLETS

Is green energy driving
up our fuel bills?
Wed 27 Apr, 7.30pm
818-391-0420

LONDON:WALTHAM FOREST

Is revolution possible
in the 21st century?
Wed 27 Apr, 7.30pm
William Morris
Community Centre,
E17 6QQ
543-023-057

NORTH EAST SCOTLAND

50 years of Asian struggles
Thu 28 Apr, 7.30pm
894-2628-7708
NORWICH

Marxism, moral panic and
the war on trans rights
Wed 27 Apr, 7.30pm
906-652-5299

BOOKMARKS the socialist bookshop

OXFORD & THAMES VALLEY

Why Nato is not the answer
to Russia’s brutal invasion
Wed 27 Apr, 7pm
861-2001-6477
PORTSMOUTH

Booklaunch: Mindshift—
How Culture Transformed
the Human Brain
Wed 27 Apr,
7.30pm
488-934-2809
SHEFFIELD AND SOUTH
YORKSHIRE

Is Britain becoming
a police state?
Thu 28 Apr, 7pm
Central United Reform Church,
60 Norfolk St,
S1 2JB
528-174-9278
WIGAN

Is green energy driving
up our energy bills?
Thu 28 Apr, 7pm
The Old Courts, Gerrard
Winstanley House,
Crawford St,
WN1 1NA
844-6939-7141
YORK & SCARBOROUGH

Patterns of revolution—
what can we learn
from Sudan?
Wed 27 Apr,
7.30pm
827-489-7492

The Labour Party—
a Marxist History

by Tony Cliff, Donny Gluckstein
and Charlie Kimber, £14.99

Breaking Up the British Does privilege
State—Scotland,
explain racism?
Independence and
by Esme Choonara,
Ken Olende, Yuri Prasad and
Socialism £12
Weyman Bennett, £3

PHONE 020 7637 1848 WEB bookmarksbookshop.co.uk

Transgender
Resistance
by Laura Miles
£10

CONTACT
THE SWP
Phone 020 7840 5600
Email enquiries@
swp.org.uk
Post PO Box 74955
London E16 9EJ
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‘Literature can teach the
truth of the British Empire’
Recent Costa Poetry Award winner Hannah Lowe spoke to Judy Cox about
the impact of the British Empire, racism, sexism and class on young people
WHAT’S THE power of literature
and poetry for young people, and
what role can schools play?
We have to address the material
realities of students’ lives, the
complex history of Britain and
the legacies of the British Empire.
That’s even if the teachers or
students believe themselves to
be white and monocultural—
it is their heritage too.
We should teach the truth,
and literature is a great vehicle
for doing that. The act of writing
can itself be an act of resistance
because it gives a voice to those
who may have been denied one.
To even become a writer might
well involve a struggle against
interlocking systems of oppression,
because writing is a pretty lofty
occupation. And not all people,
particularly those from marginalised
communities, would necessarily
see themselves in that role.
In Britain, there is an accepted
canon of “great” literature. In
teaching, I wanted to make the
students understand they didn’t
have to believe those books
were great, just because they
had been lauded that way.
I used to draw a picture of
a suitcase or a crate on the
whiteboard, label it “the canon”
and ask the students to suggest
which books were in it. They’d
call out the names of Dickens’
novels or Shakespeare’s plays.
I’d ask, “Who packed the
suitcase?” and encourage them to
think of different books—perhaps
books they knew and liked, but
weren’t canonical texts. And we’d
talk about why they weren’t.

Strategy

When I left school and went to
college, I began to see how literature
can be a strategy of resistance, of
coping, of healing. I wanted to
pass that knowledge, that feeling,
onto the students I taught.
We used to teach Alice Walker’s
The Colour Purple and many
of the students loved it. Walker
deals with racial and gender
oppression and resistance. But it
also raises questions—should we
assume that students in the early
21st century in Hackney should
be interested in characters from
the 1930s US Deep South?
Teachers might see parallels.
But we cannot assume students
will see these parallels, nor that all
black students want to read about
slavery and its legacies all the time.
That endless repetition of
narratives can be both affirming
and problematic. That’s something

HANNAH LOWE won the Costa Poetry Award for her book of sonnets, The Kids

I think about the repeated
narrative around the arrival of
the Empire Windrush in 1948.
On the one hand, it’s an
incredibly important anniversary,
which communities have gathered
and felt recognised around.
On the other, it seems to
continually lock people at the border,
always at the point of arriving.
Therefore it doesn’t acknowledge
the long history of settlement
of black people in Britain,
which goes back centuries.
Nor does it acknowledge thinking
about the last 70 years of postwar Caribbean settlement, all
the different forms of resistance
to racism, and the creation of
a vibrant diasporic culture.
At one point in my teaching
career, we read Never Far from
Nowhere by Andrea Levy.
The book is about all kinds of
things—multicultural London,
girlhood, family, youth culture,
and about the effects of shadism
on two young women’s lives.
It’s not a well-known novel, but
I remember the girls in the class
really relating to it. They said they’d
had similar experiences and feelings
around skin colour prejudice. I’d
make an argument for that book
being in some kind of canon.
ARE YOU trying to make poetry
accessible and relevant to young
people?
People often say that my poetry
is accessible, but it’s honestly

just the way I write. I want the
reader to see what I can see.
The challenge of the poem is
partly about translating the visual
image I have in my mind, or
behind my eyes, onto the page.
It takes a long time. I
sometimes write hundreds of
drafts before I get it right.
My next book is a short collection
of poems and visual material
about Chinese wallpaper.
The wallpaper is a luxury good
of the Empire, popular in the 18th
and 19th centuries, and that still
hangs in many of Britain’s great

country houses. The wallpaper
tells the stories of East India trade,
of the nepotism involved between
aristocratic families, about the
accrual and maintenance of wealth.
My writing and my teaching
are an unfolding inquiry
into empire, Britishness and
intersectional discussions about
race, and class and gender.
The Kids, by Hannah Lowe, is available
at bookmarksbookshop.co.uk For a
longer version of this interview go to
socialistworker.co.uk Hannah Lowe is
one of the speakers at the Marxism 2022
festival. Go to bit.ly/Marxism2022

Suddenly computers,
screens, an electronic pen
so off the cuff,
I’d ping a poem up—
‘To mercy, Pity, Peace and Love’
or a drawing of the Pardoners
an image of an ivory tusk
or a map –
one that showed
the ‘heyday’ of the British Empire,
the pale blue sea around
the places half those kids
had sort of come from once,
shaded rich and bloody red.
Technology by Hannah Lowe
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PLAY
THE MEANING OF ZONG
At Bristol Old Vic until Sat
7 May and Liverpool Everyman
Playhouse Tue 10 May—Sat
14 May

THE MEANING of Zong is an
immersive, emotional play.
It throws the audience
into the historical yet
tender telling of the
Zong massacre—when
British sailors killed 130
slaves—and the events that
followed it.
You can tell that a
lot of care has been put
into the costume and set
design, which the cast uses
creatively.
Simon Holland-Roberts,
Eliza Smith, and Remi King,
change between characters
and become a part of the
set seamlessly.
The music is guaranteed
to stick in your head.
The use of traditional
instruments by the talented
musical director Sidiki
Dembele really brings the
scenes to life, making the
play rich with culture.
Despite themes of
colonialism and slavery, it
makes you want to dance
with the actors on stage,
who are clearly enjoying
themselves.
You really get the sense
that they are bringing
the memories of Africa to
England.
The actors’ chemistry
really sells the authenticity,
so that the characters
genuinely seem to like or
hate each other.
Performances of
sisterhood and survival
by Bethan Mary-James,
Alice Vilanculo and Kiera
Lester are harrowing
and beautiful. And the
characters of Paul Higgins
and Michael Elcock show
the complexities between
different methods and
ideas of abolition.

Euphoric

The ugly truths of slavery
make you feel just as
shocked and angry as
the unified scenes of
community and friendship
make you feel euphoric.
The play’s debut in
the slave port of Bristol
reminds you of the city’s
history and forces you to
confront its reality.
It mentions slaver
Edward Colston, whose
statue in Bristol—rightfully
removed by Black Lives
Matter protesters—stood
almost right outside the
theatre. It’s a reminder of
how the legacy of slavery
is embedded in Bristol and
around the world.
The opening and closing
scenes ram this home—
with a message about the
implicit and explicit racism
that’s still part of everyday
life.
Charlotte Goodwin
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OU “cannot
hope to
change the
system significantly
without
grappling with empire’s
aftermath.”
This is the conclusion of
Kojo Koram’s Uncommon
Wealth—Britain and the
aftermath of Empire.
It argues that Britain,
after empire, came out
on top in a battle with its
former colonies to carve a
place in a changing world.
It investigates economic
and political history to argue
that the Empire’s formation
and the way it disintegrated
caused the unequal world we
now live.
Koram uses chapters on
State, Company, Borders,
Debt, Tax and the City to
argue a boomerang effect is
now haunting Britain.
The pandemic, protests
and growing poverty in recent
years has “reminded us how
different the interests of capital had become from the
interests of people”.
There is a backlash against
those that link the toxic experience of empire to life now.
The Tories agree working
class children are left behind.
But they say this is not due to
cuts but because they are supposedly harmed by terms such
as “white privilege”.
And poverty in countries in
the Global South are deemed
their own fault.
Koram’s analysis of Britain
after empire powerfully
debunks this, even if his suggestions on winning change have
limitations.
He argues that capitalism
was born out of empire rather
than the other way around.

Clashes

Uncommon Wealth brings
together the clashes between
colonised countries and their
colonisers as empire died.
On the African west coast,
calls for sovereignty were
growing louder as the Western
ruling classes clung to a disintegrating empire.
In the aftermath of two world
wars questions of independence
from British rule were unavoidable. A key theme Koram
explores is “a wilful amnesia about this crucial turning
point”.
In order to “ease the trauma
of decolonisation” a lie was
invented that Britain had not
set out to conquer the world
but was landed with colonies.
Koram writes, “Britain’s
p olitical class was denying
not only that the empire had
mattered but, in some cases,
that it had even existed.”
The ruling elite still pumps
out the tale of Britain as an
independent, pioneering
nation. If there was no empire,
there is no need to examine
decolonisation.
Koram traces the roots of the
relationship between the state
and its dependence on private

traders, for example, needed
the camouflage of p
 hilanthropy
and good deeds.
“Their charity was a necessary
requirement to be able to sin in
the first place,” Koram says—a
narrative that has stuck today.
Newly decolonised states
were forced to reach a standards that were often ignored by
their former colonisers.
As the book puts it, “Having
struggled so hard for their independence, the former colonies
were now free to do as they
were told.”
To safeguard big business, the British made sure
sovereignty was diluted, and
corporate laws liberalised.
Newly independent states
raced to provide a w
 elcoming
environment for corporations. One consequence today
is the network of post-empire
counties offering themselves
as tax havens.
Koram says that Britain
treated its companies like a
family dog allowed to bite outside the home but made to
behave within limits internally.

rush in 1948—Koram describes
THE ARRIVAL of the Empire Wind

how Britain relied on its colonies

for labour

THE TOXIC
LEGACY
OF EMPIRE
In a new book Kojo Koram explores how empire has
shaped politics today. Isabel Ringrose looks at this
insightful work and its relevance for activists now

Kojo Koram

companies back to the days of
empire.
Mighty firms, such as the
East India Company, didn’t
follow the state’s rules. But
they m
 anaged private corporate
interests on behalf of the state.
The legal and financial hubs
overseeing these dealings are
still stationed in the City of
London.
The chapter entitled
“Company” explores how the
British Empire gave birth to
multinationals.
It uses the example of oil giant
BP in what was known as Persia,
now Iran, which once functioned
to expand Britain’s imperialist
reach. Shareholders could invest

‘‘

Koram says
that issues of
empire aren’t
just about
tearing down
statues

in stocks and enjoy the wealth
plundered from overseas.
There was never a clean
separation between the state
and colonial companies.
As they spread across the
globe, companies needed the
might of military force to defend
their interests against competitors. And a web of interests
linked the state and corporations.
Directors were also MPs—
hence streets and buildings are
named after the bloody figures
of empire.
Before the mid-1800s
companies needed royal permission to form and had to show
they operated for the wider
benefit of society. So slave

U

n c o m m o n
We a l t h t h e n
argues that the
Empire’s loss of
its crown jewel,
India, in 1947
necessitated the need for a
new narrative of Britain as a
great civilising power.
After the Second World War
Britain’s borders were opened
to encourage workers to meet
the labour shortage and fill
the jobs in the newly created
National Health Serivce.
The Caribbean Windrush
generation and people from
many other colonial countries
were invited to work here but
expected to leave after filling
the gap.
“Politicians wanted to import
labour, but what they received
were living, breathing human
beings,” Koram writes.
The newly arrived soon
came up against enhanced
state racism. During the 1960s
a wave of immigration legislation made it ever harder for
black workers from abroad to
settle in Britain.
Citizens of former and current British colonies were
viewed not just as non-British,
but treated as if they had never
had any connection.
The so-called threat of mass
immigration spouted by far
right figures, such as Enoch
Powell, are today repeated by
the likes of Nigel Farage.
“In this worldview, people
do not come to Britain because
empire created links with so
much of the globe,” Koram
explains.
“People only come to Britain
because it is a soft touch,.”
“Human lives are at the
mercy of casino capitalism”—
as the same financial speculation that leads to global crashes
is blamed on the people forced
to look for better lives.
The book explores how
Britain and the banks used debt
to discipline counties.

“Debt proved to be effective
at throwing cold water onto the
potential threat of mass sovereignty that had been created by
decolonisation,” Koram writes.
Countries in the Global
South were fighting to redraw
the rules of global trade to give
them political and economic
independence.
But they came up against
the interests of multinational
companies and world leaders
that glorified privatisation and
mobility for capital.

EYEWITNESS
FOCUS ON
PLACE
HERE
POLICE

Spycops’ deception—
and the long fight for justice

A

FTER every
economic shock
and downturn,
w e a ke r c o u n tries turned to
banks for help
out of fear of isolation and
economic ruin.
Secretive offshore havens
also rose out of empire to help
propel inequality.
British Overseas Territories
benefited from British jurisdiction and legal protection but
paid nothing back to the state.
By treating the Commonwealth
as a “family friendly reunion”,
rulers can ignore and distance
themselves from how remnants
of empire are central to capital’s
movement across the world.
Governments cut public
services while turning a blind
eye to the off-shoring of private
companies that they also had
interest in.

DEEP DECEPTION—
THE STORY OF THE SPYCOP
NETWORK, BY THE WOMEN
WHO UNCOVERED THE
SHOCKING TRUTH
By Helen Steel, Alison, Lisa,
Naomi, Belinda
Ebury Books, £20

Singapore’s
towers of wealth
(top) Vile Tory
racist Enoch
Powell (above)

Inequality

The final chapter compares the
rise of Singapore as a city state
to the increased wealth and desperate poverty in another global
city—London.
Precarious workers,
labouring as cooks or cleaners
for the rich, are at the heart of
this inequality, Koram says.
“In order to help this
w orkforce better meet the

needs of their employers, they
will have little to no control
over their lives—no bargaining
power, no security of contract,
no right to demand improved
working conditions.”
He argues that those who
have been “left behind” by
globalisation need to take
back control from “those with
capital”.
Koram says that issues of
empire aren’t just about t earing
down statues but people
g rappling with how to exert
pressure on capitalism.
He correctly identifies that
we’re fed a lie that some of us

READ MORE
lUncommon Wealth—
Britain and the
Aftermath of Empire
by Kojo Koram
£13.99
lA Rebel’s Guide to
Walter Rodney
by Chinedu
Chukwudinma
£4
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lThe Blood Never
Dried—a People’s
History of the British
empire
by John Newsinger
£13.99
Available at
Bookmarks, the
socialist bookshop.
Phone 020 7637 1848
or go to bookmarks
bookshop.co.uk

can be saved if we turn on each
other and fight it out.
He ends his investigation
by arguing that unaccountable
corporate power, off-shoring,
borders and debt cannot be
explained without confronting
the aftermath of empire.
Koram concludes that Britain
can “help to drive a c ommitment
to remaking the global order”.
But capitalism—even
without empire and its legacy
—is a system of poverty and
inequality for most.
It’s true that empire aided the
development of c apitalism—it
grew out of funds from looting
and plundering across the
world.
Capitalism grew from a
complex interaction of “primitive accumulation”—money
from slavery and early imperial adventures then funded
industrial expansion.
But the biggest and most
lasting profits came from the
imperialists’ home countries.
Tackling “the relentlessness
of modern capitalism” in
Britain, as Koram proposes,
requires more than the state
shaking off empire.
Nevertheless, Uncommon
Wealth does teaches essential lessons about how Britain
today is built on a violent
empire that decimated and
devastated countries across
the world.

HELEN STEEL, together with
four other environmentalist
and anti-capitalist activists,
had their lives shattered
by relationships with
undercover cops.
They were groomed by
officers Bob Lambert, John
Dimes, Mark Jenner and Mark
Kennedy who pretended to
be activists in order to spy
on the women and their
political organisations.
Deep Deception explores
how these men slotted into
their lives only to violate and
turn those lives upside down.
An arduous legal battle
that began in March 2011
would end in an apology,
an out of court settlement
and an ongoing inquiry.
Police from the Met’s
Special Demonstration
Squad and the National
Order and Public Intelligence
Unit even married and
had children with multiple
women they spied on.
The stories each officer told
about their lives contained
eerie similarities, such
as traumatic childhoods
and lack of family.
They managed to charm
everyone around them.
Yet they would disappear
for weeks at a time, telling
their “partners” they had
precarious offers of work.
Upon their return they
would often have spare cash.

Disappear

And then the undercover
cops would suddenly
disappear altogether. They
would lie, saying it was
because the police are
“onto them” or for made
up mental health reasons.
Once they were gone,
there was no way of
contacting them.
The cops were able to
quickly integrate themselves
into pretend relationships
thanks to the police
tactic of “mirroring”.
“They were taught to mimic
and reflect back to us our own
interests and desires to create

CAMPAIGNING AGAINST the spycops

that feeling of connection and
intimacy,” Belinda writes.
Helen’s life with John
seemed “idyllic” as they
planned their futures together.
But it fell apart once the
surface was scratched and
the lies were revealed.
Alison joked with Mark
that he’d better not be a
cop—she was part of a
radical anti-police network.
Even after they’d argued
about his false names,
wearing an England T-shirt
and the royal family, she
was made to believe she’d
found her soulmate.
It wasn’t until she
was abandoned that she
connected the dots.
“I began to exist in a
world of paranoia—apart
from people I’d known all
my life. I didn’t know who
I could trust,” she writes.
Helen dug for information
about John after he
deserted her. The years of
deception shook her “to
the core and destroyed the
foundations of everything”.
The women who had
been deceived eventually
found each other.
When the time was
right they were clear about
what they wanted to do.

‘‘

Even after
giving evidence
to parliament,
the women felt
disbelieved

Eight women brought a
case against five men that
abused them over 24 years.
None of this could have
happened without the
permission of senior officers.
These weren’t “rogue cops”, it
was a systematic policy from
the top of the hierarchy.
The women were
determined to “fight this
cover-up” and access the
information held on them.
How much of the intimacy
they shared was taken
back to the station?

Protection

Yet they weren’t always
believed. Even when giving
evidence in parliament to
the Home Affairs Select
Committee, Lisa writes, “I
felt like they were asking
me what I’d done to deserve
it. It felt like he still had the
protection of the state.”
The cops obstructed
and delayed the truth.
They even challenged
the women to prove they
were duped and abused.
As Lisa says, the number
one priority “was to protect
themselves from criticisms”.
Despite a formal apology,
the women haven’t had all
their questions answered.
The permanent culture
of secrecy surrounding
these policing units “allows
and actually encourages
the abuse of state power,”
Helen concludes.
“Our lives were derailed—
for what? So that the police
could prevent change,
undermine democracy and
prop up the interests of
the wealthy and powerful
in our society.”
Deep Deception is available
from bookmarks.co.uk
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Demand full justice for Sheku Bayoh
by ISABEL RINGROSE

ANTI-RACISTS ARE fighting
to hold the police to account
over the death of Sheku
Bayoh, a 31 year old who died
in police custody.
On 10 May activists have
called a vigil on the first day of
the public inquiry into Sheku’s
death to demand the truth.
Sheku died in police custody on 3 May 2015 in Fife.
Police officers used batons
and sprayed Sheku with CS
gas and pepper spray within
minutes of receiving a call
that he was on the street
acting erratically with a
knife.
No knife was ever found
on him.

Restrained

Six officers restrained Sheku
on the ground and handcuffed his legs and arms.
Sheku died as a result of
being unable to breathe and
suffered around 25 injuries.
Twice—in October 2018
and in November 2019—
Scotland’s top judge, the Lord
Advocate, refused to allow
criminal prosecutions.
Sheku’s family battled

SHEKU BAYOH’S sister Kadi Johnson (left), mother Aminata and lawyer Aamer Anwar

tirelessly for a public inquiry,
which is now set to last several years.
It is set to look at the
behaviour of the cops
involved, the wider Scottish
police a uthority, and the
criminal justice system.
It will also look at racism
and policing.
The family’s lawyer Aamer
Anwar told Socialist Worker,

“There is no accountability or
transparency when it comes
to deaths in police custody.
“Why does it always
become a complex case when
a black man or other member
of the public dies?
Aamer says “institutional
racism is embedded in the
system.”
“Once the Stephen
Lawrence inquiry happened

ANTI-FASCISM

Apples

NAZI TOMMY Robinson
is preparing to rally his
supporters for a second
time in Telford on 7 May.
The English Defence
League founder is
attempting to re-emerge
by using child sexual
exploitation abuses to
further his Nazi agenda.
He wants to push the
racist lie that Muslim or
Asian culture is to blame
for sexual abuse.
Robinson mobilised
800 fascists and racists
in January to try and
stoke up Islamophobia.
Anti-fascist forces should
oppose his opportunistic
hatemongering and send
Robinson once again back
into the gutter.

“And the lack of accountability means they are law unto
themselves. It doesn’t wash
to put it down to some bad
apples.
“Police think they are
immune from prosecution and
can simply walk away and get
promoted,” Aamer said.
He added that when there
are calls for cops to resign
“they continue to thrive”.
“It’s hypocrisy—a double
standard,” Aamer thinks.
And when it comes to justice, Aamer says “they deny
and stall information to
ensure there is none.”
This is why it’s vital that
anti-racists put pressure on
the inquiry to ensure it finds
the truth.
Justice for Sheku Bayoh vigil,
Tue 10 May outside Capital
House, Festival Square,
Edinburgh. Details, including
transport from Glasgow, at
bit.ly/Justice4Sheku

Say no to
Robinson

Stand Up To Racism protest
Sat 7 May, 1pm, Southwater
Square, Telford. Details
bit.ly/NoToTR0522
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Northern Ireland elections are
sending Unionists into a panic
Sinn Fein could cause shockwaves and become the largest party in Stormont for the first
time. But the Unionists aren’t giving up without a fight, says Simon Basketter
THERE WILL be elections to
Northern Ireland’s Stormont
assembly on 5 May.
Sinn Fein looks set to come in as
the largest party, winning the first
minister’s role. Up to now this has
always been held by a Unionist.
The Democratic Unionist party
(DUP), currently the largest
Unionist party, says this is “a problem”. For them, that’s putting it very
lightly.
Arrangements at Stormont are
founded on a mandatory power
sharing coalition, meaning the
first and deputy first ministers are
supposed to be joint and equal. But
the DUP is acting otherwise.
The ongoing and persistent
nature of the crisis at Stormont is
rooted in its creation.
The Good Friday peace settlement
is not designed to resolve issues,
but to manage them. However, as
always, Britain made things worse.

EU and is set to be taken over by the
Republic of Ireland.
Some gunmen forced a man to
drive a hoax bomb to a venue that
a visiting Southern Irish government minister was speaking at last
month. It was meant as a threat not
just to Southern politicians.

Stagnation

Compromise

The Northern Ireland Protocol
was a last-minute compromise to
get Brexit through. It effectively
created a trade border down the
Irish Sea. But it allows free trade
between Northern Ireland and the
Irish Republic.
This is an ideological threat to
Unionism and one they are unable
to deal with. Unionists are pulled
between a determination to whip

STORMONT WAS set up not to resolve issues, but to manage them

up sectarianism to hold onto their
shaky political base and the need to
control the union.
Panic has set in. And it is no
coincidence that an organisation
founded on religious bigotry moves
right when in trouble.
The DUP was disappointed by

the lack of reaction when it crashed
the executive at Stormont earlier
this year. The Tories, bluster aside,
are going to keep checks on goods
crossing the Irish Sea.
And so Jeffrey Donaldson MP,
the DUP leader, has trundled round
the North with his Orange Order

sash to make sure people know he
is loyal to the union. But some are
not convinced.
Other unionist voices claim the
DUP has sold out.
The Traditional Unionist Voice
leader Jim Allister claims Northern
Ireland has been colonised by the

If Sinn Fein does arrive as the
biggest party—as Unionism further
fragments—it will be met with a fair
amount of shock and horror from
the right wing press.
But the most likely scenario is for
a lengthy period of stalemate and
stagnation.
Sinn Fein is a long way down its
path of respectability both in the
North and South and is putting a
lot of effort into showing it is fit to
run Irish capitalism.
On the campaign trail both Sinn
Fein and the DUP are complaining
about the cost of living crisis.
Meanwhile both are happily ignoring the fact that they were running
the executive which saw it arrive.
As an alternative to the sectarian
headcount the People Before Profit
alliance is standing six candidates in
the elections.
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Spycops’ deception and the fight
for justice >>Page 15

New book shows collusion at the centre of Britain’s UDR regiment
THE ULSTER Defence
Regiment started out
in 1970 as a part-time
volunteer force. Soon it
developed into the British
army’s largest regiment
with a membership
of around 6,000.
It also spent longer
on continuous active
duty than any other unit
in the army’s history.
Micheal Smith’s new
damning exposure UDR
Declassified is based on
released government files.
They point to one
conclusion. It was an
inherently sectarian
organisation with
links to Loyalist killers
that successive British
governments not only
tolerated but encouraged.
From its formation the
UDR was a different type
of regiment. Formed after

a discredited sectarian
force, the B Specials, was
disbanded, the UDR was
reserved for use solely
in Northern Ireland.

soldiers by day, Loyalist
paramilitaries at night.
An investigation by a
Historical Enquiries Team
found that the only real
motive for such attacks
was to “frighten (victims’)
friends, other Catholics
and supporters of the
nationalist agenda”.
Weapons from UDR
armouries, or from the
homes of UDR personnel,
provided a steady flow
of military equipment
straight into the hands
of Loyalist gangs.

Suppression

It was part of a long
tradition of the use
of such forces by the
British empire. Regular
army soldiers stationed
in Northern Ireland
referred to the UDR as
“native levies”—a term
for local troops raised
in, and for, suppression
of “the colonies”.
For Catholics, an
encounter with the
UDR at one of its
roadside checkpoints
was often brutal and
sometimes fatal.
In one notorious
incident the Miami
Showband stopped their

Drumming up support for Britain’s brutal regiment

tour van at what they
thought was a British
army checkpoint. Instead
it was a trap set by
members of the Glenanne
gang who were serving

off-duty UDR soldiers.
Three of the band
members were
murdered and two
seriously wounded.
The killers were British

Collusion

Internal British army
documents from the 1970s
use the word collusion
routinely and repeatedly.
A 1973 military
intelligence document
called Subversion in the
UDR found that up to

15 percent of the UDR
members had paramilitary
links. In many areas UDR
commanders considered
dual membership
normal—paramilitaries
even drank on UDR bases.
By the early 1990s,
around 120 members of
the regiment were serving
prison sentences for
serious crimes and 17 had
been convicted of murder.
But their identities
were usually kept secret.
Smith says on tracing
the collusion though
documents, “The denial
of access to history is
a part of a continuum
of British state efforts
to obscure its colonial
past—to protect the
reputation of the British
state of generations
earlier, concealing and
manipulating history.”
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REPORTS
UNIVERSITIES

SCHOOLS

Conference debates Ukraine

Walkout threats
win some sick pay
STRIKES BY Luton Airport
baggage handlers and
check-in staff employed by
GH London Ground Handling
Services have been called off.
The Unite union made a
deal that workers on the Wizz
Air contract will receive sick
pay for the first time. Those
who have been working for
at least a year will receive 13
weeks of sick pay.
Some 100 workers were
due to strike on Tuesday of
this week.
Meanwhile, at Heathrow
Airport, Unite union members
are balloting to strike over pay.
The 200 cargo handlers
and truckers could soon be on
strike, causing huge disruption
to services such as American
Airlines flights.

Tugboats workers
accept pay deal
TUGBOAT WORKERS at
Teesport have called off strikes
after bosses Svitzer made an
improved offer.
Workers were due to walk
out over their pay freeze
from last Wednesday until
last Sunday. The Unite union
members have accepted the
improved offer.

NEU staff set to act
over disciplining
UNITE UNION members
employed by the NEU union
planned to strike for 48 hours
this week over a colleague
they say was unfairly
disciplined.
Workers voted 94 percent
in favour of strikes after their
colleague Michael Gavan,
a regional NEU officer, was
disciplined. Strikes were set to
take place on Wednesday and
Thursday of this week.

Car workers grease
gears for walkouts
WAREHOUSE WORKERS and
shunter drivers at the Mini
plant in Oxford have vowed
to strike over a new deal that
would see them hit by a real
terms pay cut.
Nearly 150 workers
employed by Rudolph &
Hellmann Automotive Limited
will strike next Tuesday and
Thursday. A further wave of
strikes is set to hit on 4,6, 10,
12, 17 and 19 May.

Ballot opens at
housing giant
WORKERS AT Thirteen
Housing Group, with over
35,000 properties in the north
east of England and Yorkshire
are being balloted for strikes
over pay.
The Unite union members
rejected a 3 percent pay offer.
They have been offered
an extra day’s holiday on
their birthday but they also
face increased pension
contributions leaving them
£1,000 a year worse off.
The ballot opened on
Tuesday.

THE ONLY way to win is to actually fight

Picture: Guy Smallman

UCU members should
confront union leaders
by SOPHIE SQUIRE
UNIVERSITY workers reacted
furiously last week to their
union general secretary’s
plan to abandon their
long-running battles.
The UCU union’s Jo Grady
set out a programme of retreat
that halts the fight over pay,
casualisation, workload and
equalities—known as the four
fights—for at least a year.
And it effectively drops any
plan to fight the 35 percent
cuts to the USS pension
scheme.
Grady’s surrender came the
day after ballot results showed
40 universities have a mandate
to launch strikes and exam
boycotts in the coming term.
The four fights ballots saw 75
percent of those voting back
action.
Far from being a sign
of weakness as Grady’s
position suggests, this is a
more emphatic vote than last
November when 70 percent

voted in favour. And the USS
ballot saw an 80 percent vote
for strikes.
Peta, a UCU union member
from Liverpool university, told
Socialist Worker that more
universities would have met
the threshold if the ballots
voting period had been longer.
“I think we were set up to fail
by those at the top of the union
as members were given just
three weeks to vote,” said Peta.
In the report Grady writes
that “higher membership
density” and more
“participation” will mean that
workers can win against their
employers.
But Peta hit back at this and
said, “The reality is that it is
action and strikes that build
the union. People join unions
that fight back and win.”
And there is proof of
this. Pre-92 university UCU
branches grew by 50 percent
ahead of strikes in 2018.
Peta also added that the
victory at Liverpool university
last year has important lessons.

Workers held solid strikes and
a marking boycott to stop 47
members of staff from being
made compulsorily redundant.
Over 130 members of
the union joined an open
meeting organised by the
UCU solidarity movement on
Thursday to discuss the future
of the dispute.
It’s an outrage that Grady
has pushed her ideas just as
the union is set to meet to
decide strategy. A special
conference was set for this
week to discuss the four fights
dispute and one on USS next
week. The members must
decide the way forward.
Several people at the UCU
Solidarity meeting called for
Grady to resign. Winning the
disputes will take escalating
strikes and a hard-hitting exam
boycott.
These will need the backing
of the whole union. And that
means confronting Grady and
her surrender document.
lRead a longer version of this
article at socialistworker.co.uk

EDUCATION WORKERS in
the NEU union voted last
week to oppose a motion
which stood against Russian
and Western imperialism in
Ukraine. The debate, on an
emergency motion, ended
with no policy passed all.
But there were plenty
of signs that many NEU
members want to oppose
Russia’s invasion, and
that they are also against
Nato escalation.
The emergency motion
supported a ceasefire and
withdrawal of Russian
troops. It also argued
that “the deployment of
British and Nato forces
in Ukraine would be a
dangerous escalation”.
It added, “This war must
not lead to the expansion
of military alliances in
Europe which can only
threaten future stability
and hasten the likelihood
of further conflicts.”
Speakers said that the
route to peace does not
lie with US president Joe
Biden and Boris Johnson
but with ordinary people.
This was countered
by an amendment that
aimed to delete the points
about Nato. Its proposers
wanted to replace the

Delegates raising debates
points on expansion of
military alliances with, “The
government and people
of Ukraine have the right
to defend themselves.”
Neither the amendment
or the main motion without
the amendment passed.
A Stop the War
fringe meeting saw
200 people attend.
NEU president Daniel
Kebede told the meeting,
“We stand in solidarity
with the Ukrainian people.
The strengthening of
Western military alliances
does not lead to peace.”
Speaking to Socialist
Worker, teacher Alan said,
“We stand in solidarity
with the Ukrainian people
and refugees. But sending
more and more arms is
a dangerous game.”

LGBT+ OPPRESSION

Hundreds rally for trans
conversion therapy ban
AROUND 200 people
staged a protest and rally
in Plymouth on Saturday,
against the Tory plans to
not ban conversion therapy
for transgender people.
Some 600 people also
attended a similar protest in
Manchester.
Last week the government
announced it wouldn’t ban
conversion therapy for trans
people.
New legislation will mean
conversion therapy to attempt

to change people’s sexuality
will be outlawed, but those
practices carried out to try
to change people’s gender
identity will not.
More than 30 people spoke
to the Plymouth assembly
about their experiences of
institutional discrimination
and condemned the Tory
government as discriminatory
and uncaring. The crowd
repeatedly shouted “Stand
with trans rights”.
Tony Staunton

TRANSPORT

Churchill workers get ready for strikes
OUTSOURCED CLEANING staff employed
by the company Churchill will take to
picket lines for 11 consecutive days.
Churchill staff who clean trains on
Thameslink, Eurostar, South East Trading
STRAP
and HS1 lines are fighting for £15 an hour,
to be brought in house and free travel.
The RMT union members are also
fighting for company sick pay like nearly
every other rail worker receives.
Following the previous shorter strikes
workers will walk out from 27 April to 7
May.
Currently workers are paid as little as
£8.91 an hour.
In 2020 Churchill made £39 million
profit yet has refused to raise cleaners’
wages to an acceptable amount.
RMT general secretary Mick Lynch
said, “With the profits Churchill makes,

they could easily pay our members a fair
wage, pay company sick pay and allow free
travel across the network, just like directly
employed railway staff.
“But ChurchillSTRAP
have offered nothing
meaningful to in our pursuit of pay justice.
“RMT will continue to ramp up its
campaign and ensure that these greedy
multimillion pound contractors are
stripped of their ability to exploit workers
on our railways.”
The strike is set to come shortly after
it was revealed that Southeastern Trains
bosses receive free travel while denying
it to some of the lowest paid on the rail
network.
It’s a disgrace that workers are paid a
pittance to keep this vital service going,
they should keep up the fight until bosses
cave in.

TRAINS

Conductors escalate fight
TRANSPENNINE Express
conductors walked out
for an additional day last
weekend in a row over pay
and Sunday working.
They are fighting for
flat payments of £250 for
rest day working and £275
for working on Sunday.
As part of their battle
conductors on major lines
have been striking each
Sunday for several weeks.
The company has refused
the workers’ demands,
claiming there’s not
enough money. But that’s
a lie. Every day bosses
are paid three times what
conductors are asking for.
Workers’ RMT union has

Pay battle is on
repeatedly pointed out that
there are vastly different
pay levels for conductors
and other train crews for
doing the same thing.
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CHEP UK

by ISABEL RINGROSE

COVENTRY BIN s
 trikers
are still out on all-out
action over pay.
They recently agreed
to extend their action into
the summer. Strikers are
outraged at the Labour council’s scabbing operation. And
they are furious at attacks on
their union—including the
suspension of rep Pete Randle.
The local elections on
5 May are a union focus.
But there also needs to be
extended action to break the
current impasse.
That means involving more
council workers and more
protests at the scab operation.
Workers at Cardiff City
Council Waste Services have
voted 98 percent in favour
of strikes over bullying. Six
weeks of all-out strikes were
set to begin on Friday.
Bin workers in Manchester
are set to strike next month
after employer Biffa offered
a 1.75 percent pay rise while
the RPI inflation rate nears
9 percent.
Over 200 outsourced
workers—drivers, loaders and
environmental workers—plan
to strike from 3-13 May.
Further strikes are scheduled

Unions came to support Chep strikers last week

Big rally as Chep strikers
vote to hold more action

COVENTRY HGV2 bin strikers aren’t giving up

for 23 May until 3 June. Biffa
wants to pay loaders and
operatives just £10.14 an
hour—64 pence above the
national minimum wage.
Workers voted 94 percent
for strikes on a 62 percent
turnout.
Biffa, which made pre-tax
profits of £26 million last
year, is a private company and
doesn’t have to stick to public
sector pay curbs.
But its bosses say it is only
prepared to pay the 1.75

UP TO 250 trade unionists,
supporters and strikers joined
a solidarity march for the
strike at Chep UK pallets in
Trafford Park Manchester on
Wednesday of last week.
There were banners from
other Unite union branches,
as well from Unison and the
GMB.
Bfawu general secretary
Ian Hodson was among the
speakers.
The march went from the
BBC HQ at Media City to the
Chep plant, accompanied by
the PCS union samba band.
To loud cheers, Unite
regional official Ian McCluskey
announced the result of a
recent consultation on the
company’s latest offer.
On a 95 percent turnout,
89 percent voted to reject and
continue the strike.
This is a great boost to the
strikers who have now been all
out for nearly five months.
It also sends a strong
message to the bosses, but if

they don’t budge there needs
to be a serious strategy of
escalation. Chep repairs and
supplies pallets for companies
including InBev, Heinz,
Heineken, A&B Containers,
Encric and TDS.
The union, which has
a mandate to strike until
19 May, will now ballot Chep
members in a third vote for
further strikes beyond that
date.
The ballot was set to run
from Thursday this week to
Thursday 5 May.
Meanwhile, strikers are
appealing for funds.
As mental health nurse
Karen Reissmann said when
addressing the rally, this is a
fight for everyone.
A victory for Chep workers
will be a shot in the arm for all
those suffering as the cost of
living rises.
lDonations to Unity Bank

 ercent increase that council
p
workers were offered.
The GMB union is also
taking part in the strike.
Workers at Hackney council will strike over a 1.75
percent pay offer.
The Unite union members
begin strikes next Monday
until Wednesday, and
the following Tuesday to
Thursday. Some 96 p
 ercent of
the workers voted for action
to demand a 10 percent pay
rise.

A rally was also scheduled
for Thursday this week at
1pm at Hackney town hall.
Croydon council grounds
maintenance workers are also
striking over a 1.75 percent
pay offer. Some 20 workers
will strike next Monday and
Wednesday, and the following
Tuesday and Thursday.
Refuse workers in
Northampton have voted to
strike over pay. The members of the GMB union are
outsourced to Veolia.

RETAIL

TELECOMS

Asda low pay survey has to
be a spur to a real struggle

Ballot after
pay insult

NUCLEAR WEAPONS

US nukes at Further battles on pay
Suffolk base

TENS OF thousands of
workers at telecom giant
BT could ballot for strikes.
If follows bosses’
decision to impose a pay
increase this year that’s
effectively a wage cut.
BT gave all workers
a pay rise of £1,500
earlier this month.
This would be an increase
of 8 percent for the lowest
paid workers, but just
3 percent for others.
With the RPI rate of
inflation close to 10 percent,
that’s a real terms pay
cut for everyone.
The CWU union said
it rejected the offer and
would “immediately
prepare for a statutory
industrial action ballot.”
The workers affected
by the pay cut are mainly
those who work at its
retail stores, engineers
who work at its Openreach
subsidiary, and the call
centre employees.

CAMPAIGNERS ARE gearing
up for action after news
of the possible return
of US nuclear weapons
to RAF Lakenheath in
Suffolk after 14 years.
There are reports that
the US department of
defence has added Britain
to a list of Nato nuclear
weapons storage locations
in Europe being upgraded
under a multimillion dollar
infrastructure programme.
RAF Lakenheath hosted
US nuclear weapons for
more than five decades, first
arriving in September 1954.
By the time of their removal
in 2008, the site had 33
underground storage vaults
with around 110 B61 bombs
that could be dropped from
F-15E warplanes based there.
Lakenheath received
the latest nuclear-capable
fighter—the F-35A—in
December 2021 and a total
of 24 F-35As are expected
to be based there.

MORE THAN half of Asda
supermarket workers
have been forced to use
payday lenders, foodbanks
or borrow money from
family and friends in the
past 12 months. That’s
according to the GMB union
A survey of 2,000
predominantly women
workers showed just
4 percent say they will
be able to afford higher
energy costs when
the price cap rises.
Asda pays retail workers
below the average for
big supermarkets, with
workers at Tesco, Lidl
and Aldi all receiving
more money per hour.
GMB’s survey showed
70 percent of workers say
the cost of living crisis is
having a negative effect
on their mental health
More than half have
had to borrow money from
family and friends in the

last year. More than one
in ten have used a payday
lender in the last year
And 8 percent have
used a foodbank
GMB national officer
Nadine Houghton said,
“No one should be forced
onto the breadline when
they’re working.
“Asda needs to up its
pay to stop this now. It
has the dubious honour
of being the worst paid
major supermarket. Its
staff deserve better.”
The statistics revel
the reality of low pay for
workers who were hailed as
heros during the pandemic.
But they should also act
as a spur to union leaders
to have a much more
serious campaign to win
action to force ruthless
bosses to pay more.
Without strikes, Asda will
continue to boost profits by
paying less than its rivals.
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WORKERS AT the factory
that makes Glacier
Mints and other sweets
for supermarkets like
M&S completed their
first day of strikes on
Thursday of last week.
Bosses have told
GMB union members in
York to sign up to new
contracts or be fired.
The firm has also
offered workers a below
inflation pay rise.

nWORKERS AT Sandwell
leisure centre in the west
Midlands have voted to
strike after bosses refused
to negotiate on pay.
More than 84 percent
of workers, who are
members of the GMB
union, voted to strike.
Strikes across nine
separate sites in Sandwell are
likely to start next Monday.
nSTAFF AT Burnley College,
Bury College, Hopwood Hall
College, City of Liverpool
College, Nelson and Colne

College and Oldham College
are ready to strike.
The UCU union members
want an 8.5 percent rise.
UCU regional official
Martyn Moss said, “Following
the repeated refusal of
employers to give staff a
proper pay rise we were
left with no choice but to
ballot for strike action.
“Colleges can afford
to pay staff more and
leaders now need to do the
right thing and give staff
a decent pay rise or face
strikes across the region.”
nIT IS now ten weeks since
food delivery workers in
Chesterfield began strikes
against a 24 percent pay cut.
Stuart, a subcontractor
of fast food delivery service
Just Eat, has cut workers’
wages from £4.50 to £3.40
for every trip in several cities.
Strikes quickly spread
across the country to
cities including Blackpool,
Sunderland, Newcastle
and Huddersfield.
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TORIES’ RWANDA PLAN
WILL DROWN REFUGEES
T H E TO R I E S w a n t t o
deport to Rwanda tens
of thousands of refugees
seeking safety in Britain.
Any refugee who’s forced
to come to Britain through
an “illegal route”—such as
crossing the English Channel
in a boat—will have a
“one‑way ticket” to Rwanda.
Home secretary Priti Patel
last Thursday signed a £120
million deal with the east
African country, thousands
of miles from Britain.
Announcing the plan last
week, prime minister Boris
Johnson claimed Rwanda is
“one of safest countries in
world.” But human rights
charities have already raised
concerns about torture and
abuse in centres.

the same time be slamming
the door shut on another
group.”
The Labour Party
responded to the Tories’
plan by demanding s peedier
deportations of refugees
who are refused asylum.
“We’ve got some of the
slowest decision-making in
Europe, and crucially, we
haven’t got these return
agreements,” said Lucy
Powell, the shadow culture
secretary.
“So even though I think
around about two-thirds
of the asylum cases of
those that come across the
Channel are in fact granted,
the third that aren’t granted
can’t be returned.”
Labour leader Keir
Starmer’s only critique was
that it was “unworkable and
extortionate” for taxpayers.

Fleeing

Protested

by ISABEL RINGROSE

The move will make
Britain’s brutal and racist
immigration system even
worse—and lead to more
deaths of people fleeing war,
poverty and dictatorship.
The British government
wants to militarise the
English Channel to stop
refugees’ attempts to cross.
And the Tories’ plans
mean they can give life
sentences to those pilot‑
ing the flimsy boats, often
refugees themselves.

AN EMERGENCY protest in Sheffield last weekend after the Tories announced their Rwanda deportation plan

Johnson focussed largely on
thwarting “vile smugglers”
turning the ocean into a
“watery graveyard”.
But the real cause of
refugee deaths in the Channel
is Britain’s border controls
that force them to attempt
sea crossings. Further

controls will only force
refugees to take even more
dangerous routes, p
 utting
their lives in the hands of the
people smugglers who profit
from Britain’s borders.
Johnson claimed that
“controlling” immigration
allows the government to

resettle vulnerable people
from countries such as
Ukraine and Afghanistan.
He wants to create a false
divide between “deserving”
and “undeserving” migrants.
Andy Hewett from the
Refugee Council said,
“There’s no difference

between the risks facing
Ukrainian refugees and the
risks facing refugees from
other conflict zones.
And the response from
the government needs to be
consistent.
“They can’t have an open
door for one group and at

Across the weekend activists
protested in London and
Glasgow where some 500
people turned out to each.
Others rallied in
Sheffield, Brighton, Leeds,
Nottingham, Manchester,
Birmingham, Chesterfield
and Bournemouth
Anti-racists, trade
unionists and activists have
to unite in opposition against
border controls and demand
refugees be welcomed—not
shipped off.

ISLAMOPHOBIA

Priti Patel hints at crackdown on Muslims ahead of Prevent scheme review
HOME SECRETARY Priti
Patel plans to make the
racist Prevent scheme
even more Islamophobic.
Patel said the scheme—
which monitors people for
signs of “extremism”—
has failed to identify
people who then
committed murders.
That means Muslims
could soon face even more
spying and repression at
the hands of the British
state. The push comes
after Ali Harbi Ali was

Prevent review leader WIlliam Shawcroft has been criticised for
Islamophobia

last week given a life
sentence for the murder
of MP David Amess.
Patel said “things need
to change” after she
received a long-awaited
review of the scheme.
She has been criticised
by those on the hard
right for not being tough
enough on Muslims
referred to the scheme.
So she wants a harsher
crack down on Muslims
because Prevent referrals
have increasingly

been made for people
showing sympathy for
far right ideas, not its
intended targets.
William Shawcross—
who is carrying out the
review—once warned of
“a vast fifth column” of
Muslims in Europe who
“wish to destroy us”.
And he described
“Britain’s humiliation”
by “mass immigration”
and multiculturalism.
He also supports torture
at Guantanamo Bay.

Prevent predominantly
targets Muslims for signs
of “extremism” such as
opposing British wars,
supporting Palestine, or
wearing religious clothes.
Now Shawcroft’s
review—and Patel’s
expected changes—look
set to turn the screw even
tighter on Muslims.

What’s your story?
Email with your ideas
reports@socialistworker.co.uk
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